January 3rd 2013
BIRO AND CANDY FLOSS
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
"Roger Joins News Team" was the headline for a small article in the last Cumberland News of 1977. My career as the most
specialised free-lance journalist in the country was launched. The Editor did interview me, but as I had been personally invited to
write a weekly article by the then Chief Executive, Sir John Burgess, I was fairly confident of landing the job. The editor asked me
about my experience in journalism, which was nil. When pressed to suggest anything that might show I could do the job, I said that I
did have an English degree, and I still remember the expression of consternation and disgust as his eyes raised to the ceiling.
My predecessor, Bob Horsley who wrote under the pen name of "Clicker" was a real journalist, and had set the standards that I
struggled to maintain. For 29 years he had filed a weekly article and had also built up a comprehensive record of the sport. His
widow invited me to her house and handed over the contents of a floor-to-ceiling cupboard: notes, records, books, photographs,
pictures, and the notes for his planned book. All these are now easily available to view at the County Archives in Old Harraby,
Carlisle.
What Bob Horsley had done over the years was establish the Cumberland News as the place you went each week if you were
interested in wrestling, for his article was comprehensive and authoritative. In the 1950s, my father ordered the News each week
even though we lived a hundred miles from Carlisle in Northumberland. To some extent that still happens: this week I took my
monthly personal call from Maurice Rutherford, a wrestling aficionado, who lives in Weardale and has the paper delivered each
week for my 500 words.
So, what has changed in 35 years? No longer do I hand over biro-written sheet with all my crossings-out and amendments to the
receptionist, or phone in to a copy-typist who giggles over the "leg-up buttocks" and "twists-off-the-breast". Instead, I can stay at
home and rely on email, except of course when the area's phone lines are dug up by accident, and a swift car and a pen-drive take
the copy to the Sports Editor. I still continue to be a last-minuter, but have only missed one deadline in 35 years when I did the
classic error of failing to attach my article to the email, before rushing out of the house to go farming. The Sports Editor was
provided with a photograph and ten words of copy that week, and when I bought the paper I wondered why I had been so seriously
curtailed.
Although my articles now are nearly always illustrated in colour by relevant action shots, the content has remained much the same
over the years. For 65 years the Cumberland News has given Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling a place to focus each week
regardless of where the action is. Other regional papers usually cover the events in their areas, but this paper has a wider
perspective.
People ask me if there are weeks when there is absolutely nothing to write about. I tell them about my candyfloss moments when I
take a few grains of sugar and whip them up into an illusion of substance. That English degree came in useful after all, and maybe
this week is your portion of candyfloss.

January 10th 2013
WRESTLING DYNASTIES
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Breton Backhold Championships in Quimper on Saturday, 23rd February.
Entry Deadline: Tuesday January 15th.

In December a little lad, Matty Hodgson, came to me at the end of a training session at Carlisle Wrestling Club.
Shyly, he showed me a piece of paper, and folded inside was a photograph. "This is my great-great-great-grandad," he said. "That's
Joe Bowman," said I, for I recognised the old image of the heavyweight wrestler who had won at Grasmere Sports in 1906.
Wrestling certainly seems to depend on dynasties for many of its best wrestlers, with some families providing good wrestlers for
generation upon generation. Ben Brocklebank, the present 11st Champion, has a father and grandfather who were World
Champions before him. 13st Champion James Hayhurst goes even further back, and there are many other examples.

This week, Matty Hodgson's pedigree stood him in good stead, for he was awarded the cup for the best performance of the night at
the Carlisle club's Points Night. If you look at the results for the night, he did not gain a first place, but he sparkled whenever he
wrestled even against heavier opposition.
His regular attendance at the wrestling sessions is a happy accident for originally he came to Currock House with his mother to the
Dog Obedience class which takes place next door to the gym in the main hall. He looked through the window in the Gym door, with
his nose pressed to the glass like some Dickensian waif at a sweet shop, saw someone he knew, asked if he could take part, and he
has been a regular ever since.
Alfie Story was on good form, too, and he won the two lightest weights. Always he fights gravity and comes up from seemingly
impossible positions, but he is also a dynamic attacking wrestler.
At the older and heavier end of the spectrum two present champions, Jack Brown and Kieran Miller won their sections easily. Abi
Marston duly won the girls section but also gave a good swinging account of herself amongst the boys. Gemma Coulthard hiped
everybody in the Under 12s. Thomas Wales was an easy winner of the 8½ stones and Thomas Gibson, not unexpectedly dominated
the Under 15s.
Decision time has arrived for the Breton Backhold Championships in Quimper on Saturday, 23rd February. Anyone wishing to
compete or travel as a supporter must let the Breton organisers know by 15th January. The Kendal Academy battlebus, or John
Wilson's van as it is sometimes known, will be there with a group, so there will be a competitive Cumbrian presence once more.

Results
Carlisle Wrestling Club Junior Points Night
Event

First

Second

Third

Fourth

6 Stone

A Story

J Wales

M Hodgson

H Alecock

7 Stone

A Story

A Marston

J Gibson

M Hodgson

8½ Stone

T Wales

G Coulthard

A Story

J Wales

10 Stone

K Miller

T Gibson

T Wales

A Marston

Girls 7½ Stone

A Marston

Girls Open

A Marston

G Coulthard.

Under 12 Years

G Coulthard

M Hodgson

J Wharton

H Alecock

Under 15 Years

T Gibson

A Story

A Marston

J Gibson

Under 18 Years

J Brown

T Wales

T Gibson

K Miller

Best Performance
Trophy

Matty Hodgson

January 18th 2013
ON THE MATS AT CARLISLE WRESTLING CLUB
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Breton Backhold Championships in Quimper on Saturday, 23rd February.
Sports headlines always shout out about the winners, but this week I want to applaud two wrestlers who gained the fewest falls at
Carlisle Wrestling Club's January Points Night. They had good reason for paucity of wins: Paul Murray is just coming back to serious
training after a long lay-off after injury, and Kieran Miller was simply the lightest and youngest of the contestants.
There can be spectacular instances of wrestling achievements after little practice and competition - David Parsons won the 14st
Championship at the Westmorland Show at his only event of last year – but the real quality wrestling is achieved inch by inch, with
constant effort. Jack Brown's annus mirabilis in 2012 did not just happen, but was the result of years of persistence.
When Paul Murray damaged his shoulder while wrestling in the European Championships, he was at the top of his game: strong,
sharp, ready to pounce. Since then he took time to recover physically from his injury and has slowly come back into wrestling
through local events and representing his Young Farmers' Club. His participation in the Wrestling Club's Points Nights is evidence
of a new resolve. In this week's competition he gained few falls but was wrestling better with each bout.
Kieran Miller has a championship to his name already. He won the Under 18 Years/10st title at Dalston last season on one of those
rare occasions when he was competing against wrestlers of similar size. At the Carlisle Points night he was faced by bigger and
maturer wrestlers including his big brother David. Even in defeat Kieran shows his wrestling class, for everything he does is right.
The cognoscenti around the mats at Carlisle know well that in two or three years' time he will be a top lightweight.

The actual winners on the Carlisle mats were big brother David Miller in the lightweights, and John Harrington in the Middle and All
Weights.

For the Lightweights John Harrington was felled by avoirdupois: the weighing scales. In Harrington's absence, David Miller's inside-

hipe was flowing sweetly and he did well to fell his tutor Andrew Carlile.
The Middleweights finished like a bookie's list, with good wrestling, but no surprises.
The All Weights had the biggest entry and the biggest surpises.
Three big men, Richard Fox, Jack Ewart and Freddie Sewell were added to the list, and you would expect the winners to come from
there, but in the end two lightweights, John Harrington and Andrew Carlile, wrestled off for the top place with Harrington coming out
on top in a sudden death bout.

Results
Carlisle Wrestling Club Points Night
Event

First

Second

Third

Fourth

11½ Stone

D Miller

A Carlile

K Miller

P Murray

13 Stone

J Harrington

A Carlile

D Miller

P Murray

All Weights

J Harrington

A Carlile

F Sewell

R Fox

January 24th 2013
BRITTANY AND ICELAND TRIPS TAKING SHAPE FOR FEBRUARY AND APRIL
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Breton Backhold Championships in Quimper on Saturday, 23rd February.
At times nothing was more parochial than Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling. I remember in my youth when a trip from
Northumberland through the Tyne Gap to wrestle at Aikton Sports counted as an exotic adventure ("They divvent half taak funny,"
thought I). In 1985 that all changed when the International Federation of Celtic Wrestling was founded and there was regular
contact, home and abroad, with wrestlers from other countries.
That contact will be continued soon when our wrestlers go to Brittany in February, and Iceland in April. The two trips are very
different. The participants in Brittany are self-selecting, and are not in a team. There is only one style of wrestling, our own backhold style, so no specialist training is needed. The Breton Championships are for all ages and sizes of wrestlers, so the participants

are often youngsters. Roughly a dozen wrestlers and supporters will be in Quimper on Saturday, 23 February to enjoy the good
sport and hospitality of our Breton friends.
The trip to Iceland is a different animal, and needs a much tougher approach. For a start, each wrestler will compete in three styles:
our Back-hold, the Breton's Gouren and the Icelanders' Glima. Every competitor needs to be as hard as hammers to do well in the
event and survive the rigours of prolonged action in unfamiliar styles. Wrestlers from some cultures, particularly the Spanish of the
Canary Island and Leon, are professional sportsmen with that extra edge of prolonged preparation and a culture of ruthless
competition. And it all happens a long and expensive way from home.

Having said that the organiser of our team has a good pedigree in this event. The last time the same three styles featured in the
European Championships was in 1991 in Lesneven, Brittany when Darren Whitfield reached the final of both the Backhold and the
Gouren, only to be beaten by Ingibergir Sigurdsson and Jean Paul Menou. I remember that we were non-plussed by the Icelandic
wrestling then because we could not understand the technicalities and protocol of the style. What we thought were successful
throws were dismissed as illegal.
A glimpse of the sport on u-tube gives a clue to the defining difference, for they compete without mats on the wooden floors of
sports centres amongst the painted lines for badminton and basketball. The sport's origins lie in the dark winter months when they
competed indoors and looked after their opponents: thumping your man down to the ground was not allowed. Skill and trickery
were all important. Wrestlers stand upright without backing off, blocking and defending. The bout begins with a ritualised sort of
dance as wrestlers pace round in step before the action starts and just to complicate matters further, each wrestler holds onto a
leather harness which goes round the waist and the top of the legs.
The Icelanders have sent us a video of their style, but without the necessary belt-work, training will be nigh on impossible, like
learning to ride a horse without saddle and bridle.
Despite the difficulties, there will be a team for the Reykjavik event, though incomplete. Our tradition of participation in the European
Championship events will be intact for almost thirty years.

January 31st 2013
WRESTLING SUPPORTERS TAKE A BOW
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Breton Backhold Championships in Quimper on Saturday, 23rd February.
For years they had been there in the crowds round the wrestling rings and I had never noticed them, the super-fans. They have no
wrestling offspring, have never wrestled themselves when young, hold no official position, yet there they are each week following
the ring. They turn up on wet hillsides at Buttermere, sit close to the action at Grasmere, and lap up the indoor tension at Rothbury
Mart. From May to October they follow the sport, and they have been doing so for years.
Gary Lothian from the Penrith area admits to having been "crackers" about wrestling for nearly forty years. A relative of the Lee
family from Abbeytown, he sadly admits that "Mam wouldn't let me wrestle", but as soon as he could drive he followed the sport
everywhere.

Two years ago he even used Grasmere Sports as the launch pad for his marriage to Carol his partner for fifteen years. In the car
park, as they arrived, instead of getting out the wellies, he produced an engagement ring, a bottle of bubbly, and a romantic
proposal. Later in the day we all knew about it when the wrestling commentator took a rest from talk of hipes and buttocks, and told
the assembled crowd about the shenanigans in the car park.

Twenty-five years ago, John and Caroline Chicken from Haydon Bridge went to Borrowdale Show to see the hound trails. They
were on holiday on a farm and the owner was running a dog in the trail. They watched the wrestling, enjoyed it and looked for more.
John describes the mixture of intensity and sportsmanship in each bout, the way that wrestlers wander into the ring, shake hands,
focus into furious effort and concentration, and then, when the bout ends, shake hands and wander out of the ring. He calls it an offon-off switch that all the best wrestlers have.
He and Caroline would play "guess the winner", and particularly enjoyed the gladiatorial clashes of Alan Jones and Alan Walton at
the likes of Corbridge and Allendale where the two men were at their best both in attack and defence for two minutes at a time.
I first spoke to Howard and Pamela Tindall at East Kilbride in 2009 at the European Championships. They were undeniably Scots,
and lived in Edinburgh, yet seemed to be supporting John Harrington, Richard Dixon and the rest of our lads in the Cumbrian team.
They had a second home in Cumbria and for twenty years they have been going to agricultural shows in the area.
"My interest developed as I liked the 'contest', suspected that a lot of technique was involved and was keen to gain a better
understanding and appreciation of what was going on.
"It's been interesting to watch younger wrestlers progress from early promise to skilled and determined wrestlers, the style of
wrestling has become more exciting and attacking compared to the crab-like circling of the wrestling ring that characterised some
of the matches in the 1990s. Overly defensive wrestling generally meant that Pamela went off to watch the terrier racing or Grand
Parade!"
Howard and Pamela have already booked their seats for the European Championships in Reykjavik, and Howard will be with us for
the Breton Backhold Championships in Quimper.
Between them, these six people have sponsored wrestling events, raise money to help pay for the Breton visitors in the summer,
occasionally, judged wrestling, taken photographs and made wrestling notes when I was refereeing, looked after my dog, and given
me drinking chocolate in the rain. We couldn't do without them.

February 8th 2013
100 YEARS AGO
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Breton Backhold Championships in Quimper on Saturday, 23rd February.
From the public's point of view this is the quietest time of the year for wrestling. In the summer at the agricultural shows and sports
meetings thousands watch the sport. In February parents and coaches are the main audience for the wrestling which continues

each week indoors at the Academies at Rothbury, Carlisle, Kendal, Milnthorpe and Waberthwaite. Younger wrestlers are learning
new skills on the mats; mature wrestlers are keeping sort-of fit and polishing their chips. The public is always welcome at these
academy sessions, but few spectators ever arrive.
There are stirrings of the new season. The Young Farmers are busy organising their Field Day in June and requests for training
sessions at the academies are arriving; wrestlers will be heading for Brittany and Iceland soon, but in general, little stirs in public.

That has not always been the case, as I found out when I looked in "The Cumberland News" from a hundred years ago. On the 1st
February 1913 there was a report of "the fortnightly wrestling competitions" at Warwick Bridge Athletic Club, which "brought
forward some well-known wrestlers, who delighted a good company of spectators with some excellent sport." The journalist
obviously knew his wrestling, for the account is full of technical terms of the sport: outside-stroke, swinging hipe, twist off the breast.
At the end of the article was a full list of who had thrown whom right from the first round to the final.
On 8th February 1913, under the heading "Keswick Wrestling Academy", the Cumberland News gives an account of a less
successful event when the wrestlers had to move from the Oddfellows Hall because "a firm of clothiers having a prior claim" to the
Drill Hall. As a result the "attendance was very poor and the entries were not so numerous as usual". Nevertheless, there were
fifteen men in the first round of the 10½ stones. "Both events were won by A Lowther who has no equal in Keswick at any weight
and very few elsewhere."
Below this report of a particular local event is an article about wrestling at the other side of the globe. "The brothers Armstrong, of
the well-known Bewcastle family who emigrated to Australia some time ago, seem to be delighting the people of 'down under' with
their prowess as wrestlers."
The brothers gave a wrestling demonstration at a hospital Carnival and afterwards took on all-comers. "Seventeen amateurs tried
their skill but were vanquished in short order – nobody claiming the prize offered for throwing any one of the champions."The
brothers returned to fight in the trenches of the Great War, and must have stayed on, for I remember my father pointing out Wattie
Armstrong to me as a boy. Some years later I bought a silver belt that he won in 1910 at Talkin Tarn Regatta. He and his brothers
were stalwarts of the Carlisle Academy which held its weekly wrestling every Saturday night in the early 1900s.
A century later the present Carlisle Academy will hold its Junior Points Night on Wednesday February 13th at Currock House at
7.30pm.
We have a long history, but we also exist in the here-and-now.

February 14th 2013
WRESTLING DROPPED FROM THE OLYMPICS
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Breton Backhold Championships in Quimper on Saturday, 23rd February.
The British Wrestling Association, the over-arching body for Olympic Wrestling, must be devastated by the news that Wrestling has
been dropped from the Olympics for 2020. Not only was the sport part of the original programme for the first modern Olympics in
1896, but it was a key component of the athletic culture of Ancient Greece from which the modern Olympic movement took its
inspiration. It is no accident that the wrestling clubs, both in their discipline and ours, are called "academies" for the name harks
back to those ancient times
In fact there has been little connection between the British Wrestling Association and Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling over
the years, and when they were Amateur with a capital A they actively sought to destroy us so that they could rule supreme over all
wrestling in the British Isles. One of the few times when I felt that I had leprosy was when I appeared on a television programme in
the 1960s at the same time as the General Secretary of the BAWA. In my enthusiastic innocence I could not fathom the antipathy
shown by him as he shunned any conversation and interaction.
Those were the days when David Lee of Abbeytown was banned for competing in the Police Wrestling Championships in London
and Robert McGregor of Longtown, Bob's son, also in the Metropolitan Police was unable to show off his wrestling prowess
amongst his colleagues. Our problem was that we were nasty professionals corrupting the pure ethos of the Corinthian spirit.
Matters did improve when FILA the world body for wrestling ruled that each of its national organisations should seek to support the
traditional wrestling styles in their countries. The BWA allowed us to hire a championship mat when we hosted a European youth
championship in 2006; and I believe they provide help to the Cornish wrestlers.
The contrast between the frugal self-sufficiency of the CWWA and the government funded extravagance of the BWA is stark. In the
four years running up to the 2012 Olympics they were awarded £1.4 million. Our annual budget is just into four figures. Their
strategy was to buy in expertise from Eastern Europe to train up the team for London, but that spectacularly failed when no homegrown wrestlers qualified to compete and the only wrestler for the UK was Ukrainian-born Olga Butkevych, who gained a British
passport in May and lost in the first round of the Olympics in June.

The BWA lost all Olympic funding because of their poor performance and now the event itself has been pulled from the Olympic
programme.

Meanwhile at the grass roots, Carlisle Wrestling Club held its Junior Points Night for February. Only one girl competed this time, but
she gave such a good account of herself, wrestling against the lads that she was awarded the battered old trophy for best
performance of the night. Abi Marston is a regular at the club and has honed her skills over a few years. Although she did not win
any of the mixed events she always gave her best, survived against the odds and took some good falls. The other winners were the
usual suspects: Alfie Story won two lightweight categories, Mark Wharton had one of the biggest tasks winning the Under 12 Years
event, and Kieran Miller must have enjoyed both winning his weight and then taking a fall off the multi-champion, Jack Brown, in the
final of the Under 18s.

Results
Carlisle Wrestling Club Junior Points Night
Event

First

Second

Third

Fourth

6 Stone

A Story

M Hodgson

H Alecock

J Wales

7 Stone

A Story

A Marston

H Alecock

M Hodgson

8½ Stone

T Wales

A Marston

J Gibson

M Wharton

10 Stone

K Miller

T Gibson

M Wharton

T Wales

Girls 7½ Stone

A Marston

Girls Open

A Marston

Under12 Years

M Wharton

J Wales

H Wales

H Alecock

Under 15 Years

T Gibson

A Marston

T Wales

J Wales

Under 18 Years

J Brown

K Miller

T Gibson

T Wales

February 22nd 2013
ROTHBURY CLUB BRUSH UP ON THEIR BRETON (GOUREN) STYLE WRESTLING IN PREPARATION FOR ICELAND
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Carlisle Wrestling Club was buzzing this week, but mainly because of Rothbury Wrestling Club. The Northumbrians, who are
providing all the wrestlers going to Iceland for the European Championships in a few weeks time, came over to put in some practice
in Breton wrestling under the tutelage of Andrew Carlile, one of our best performers in Gouren over our thirty years of participation.
But, before that could happen, the usual youngsters' session had to be given full value, and then there was the little matter of the
Carlisle Club's Senior Points Night for February.
They could only watch as the Carlisle lightweights gave battle. Kieran Miller set the standard with a classic inside-click to fell his big
brother, David, but in the end it was Jack Brown who went through undefeated in the round-robin system, and showed a full range
of classic chips: outside-stroke, right leg hank, and an outside-hipe so good that it would have scored a "lamm" in Gouren.

In the middleweights John Harrington took over the unbeatable role, though the
first visitor in the lists, Andrew Sandercock, pushed him hard. Andrew Carlile took some good falls, splattering Jack Brown onto his
nose, and riding David Miller's hipe and hiping him, in turn. He, himself, desperately defended against John Harrington who lifted
him, but found great difficulty in finishing him off, until Harrington improvised a sort of back-heel in mid-air which sent his opponent
sprawling to the mat.

With the influx of heavier wrestlers, most lightweights kept out of the All Weights, but
David Miller was game to try. Unfortunately, that ended in a painfully twisted knee which ended his night.
Andrew Ord, the All Weights Champion, was in great form, although Richard Fox took an early fall from him. After that Ord was
unbeatable with close control and deadly outside-hipes. The battle for second place was intense with the flying hipes of Jack Hale
vying with the savvy heavyweight wrestling of Jimmy Hall. In the end both had only lost twice, and in a sudden-death re-wrestle,
Hale gained a clear victory.

That over, when most people would be making their cocoa and setting their alarm clock, the Gouren jackets came out, and a
training session began. When that ended, I don't know, but the Northumbrians still had eighty miles to travel home.
The Rothbury Club is going well just now after a few wobbles, and that was nowhere more apparent than last week when four of
their wrestlers took an all-day wrestling session at the Rothbury Middle School. Taking each school year for an hour of wrestling,
they generated great enthusiasm, an invitation to return in May, and twenty-five under-10s at their weekly training night.
Two car-loads of wrestlers are making the long trip to Plymouth and then to Brittany this week for the Breton Backhold
Championships at Quimper on Saturday, 23rd February.

Results
Carlisle Wrestling Club Senior Points Night
Event

First

Second

Third

Fourth

11½ Stone

1, J Brown

A Carlile

K Miller

D Miller

13 Stone

J Harrington

A Sandercock

J Brown

D Miller

All Weights

A Ord

J Hale

J Hall

R Fox

February 28th 2013
THE BRETON BACKHOLD CHAMPIONSHIPS IN QUIMPER, NORTHERN FRANCE
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Not the best preparation for an athletic contest: a car journey the length of England, Cumbria to Plymouth, a night on a juddering
ferry, a car journey through the Brittany countryside to arrive at the Sports Hall at Quimper just in time to weigh in, and then to
wrestle.
Add in also the intimidation of the venue: four full-size international wrestling mats side-by-side, lines of Bretons queuing up with
their membership booklets to weigh in for their categories, the crowd separate, high in tiered seating above the action, flags and
banners everywhere. This was the Breton Backhold Championships, held for the first time in Quimper, and Sam Wilson of Kendal
Academy was the first of our lads to wrestle. His opponent, a tall rangy lad from Plouzane, set about him and swept him aside with
three straight falls. Sam looked exhausted and despondent.
BUT, the pool system of wrestling meant that all was not lost, and Sam Wilson, our Under 18/10st champion, was not out of
contention. He gritted his teeth and started to win and kept himself in the competition, to come second in his pool, and that meant
he was into the semi-final cross-ties. After another win, he found himself in the final with the same opponent, Hélouri Coail, who had
so comprehensively beaten him in his first match. Although he fell behind, Sam Wilson was wrestling well with his clever repertoire
of chips, until the score was equal at two falls each. All came down in the end to a single fall, and Wilson's skill gave him one of the

easiest falls of the whole competition and he was Champi
on of
Brittany once more.
More success came for the Kendal wrestlers, when Matthew Atkinson won the Under 21 Heavyweight group, with younger brother
William in third place. In the 80kgs class at the same weight, Ben Brocklebank also was unbeaten, and came home with a gold
medal.
Another car load had set out a day earlier, and arrived early enough to share in a Skol Kemper training session on the Friday night.
Thomas Gibson of Carlisle Wrestling Club, thoroughly enjoyed the Breton wrestling. In the competition the next day he was young
for his group and he found the going tough, but as always he gave his all and took some good falls to reach fourth place.
The other member of the group, Andrew Sandercock of Rothbury Academy, was in the Seniors and in a group up to a stone

heavier. He is new to
wrestling, having found it last year when he
toured various shows in the North of England with a boxing booth exhibition. He competed a few times, enjoyed it and is now a
regular at the Rothbury Club. In a tough group he did well to emerge with a bronze medal. In the All Weights competition at the end
he again met Irwin Villette of Brest, who was the winner in his weight, and went on to win the overall competition.
Anyone who has attended Grasmere Sports in the past couple of decades would have recognized many of the Breton wrestlers
who did well in this big competition. The overall winner of the female wrestling, which is so popular in Brittany, was Joëlle le Bloas
who competed so successfully in our rings last August.
The day after the Championships lots of wrestlers were on the mats again, attending a training session of Glima wrestling, the
wrestling style of Iceland, and part of the European Championships in Reykjavik. The sport, hospitality and good company on this
international venture made the long journey well worthwhile.

Photographs and All Results available HERE on the Breton web site
CWWA Results in the Breton Backhold Championships at Quimper
Event

First

Second

Under 15 years (62
kgs)

S. Wilson

Under 21 Years (-80
kgs)

B. Brocklebank

Under 21 years (+80
kgs)

M. Atkinson

Third

Fourth
T. Gibson

W. Atkinson

Seniors (-90 kgs)

A. Sandercock

March 7th 2013
GRASMERE SPORTING TALES
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Every so often, I see my children’s eyes glaze over, and they start saying “Yes, Dad” at regular intervals. This means that they have
already heard my anecdote twenty-five times and that, despite its constant improvement, they have switched to automatic mode. I
did the same with my father as he told me of wrestling heroics stretching back to Victorian times, and one particular tale which
involved Stagshaw Fair, singlestick fighting and a youth finding a shilling in the bottom of a beer glass that the kindly recruiting
sergeant had bought him, which must have stretched back to the Napoleonic Wars. The great family oral tradition is still at play
even in a computerised and literate world.
The first hand account is always the most interesting and connected, and a new project “Grasmere Sporting Tales” is underway to
record the oral history of that quintessential Lakeland sports event.
Emma Aylett , the project co-ordinator, has already enlisted children and teachers from the Junior School at Grasmere, and the
Secondary School at Keswick. She explains that “Grasmere Sporting Tales is funded by a grant from the Heritage Lottery, and is
managed by the Beth Johnson Foundation. The project celebrates people's involvement with Grasmere Sports and Cumbrian
traditional sports. Through the project we are working with the community to collect an archive of people's memories (whether
as competitors, officials or spectators), photographs and memorabilia with a connection to Grasmere Sports The photographs and
oral recordings will be shared on a specific website, contribute to an exhibition and along with memorabilia will also form the
content of a series of reminiscence boxes to be used by Age UK.”
Specifically, we are looking for people who are happy to have their wrestling memories of Grasmere Sports recorded (either sound
or film) or their photographs shared on a website. We are ideally looking for digital scans of the photographs but if people only have
originals we will try to organise their digitisation. There are also volunteering opportunities, as we are looking for people to collect
information and record oral histories from the wrestling community – training and support is provided.”
Emma, and her partner Tony Wilkinson with his film camera, visited me this week and recorded my reminiscences. Not only is she a
friendly, sympathetic interviewer who gently focuses your thoughts, but she is an enthusiast:
“One of the thrills of working on this project is that I get to meet and learn from people who are passionate about their sport. As a
sports fan I see the project as a wonderful opportunity for people to not only share their wrestling memories but also to create new
ways that people can learn about and celebrate Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling”
(Her contact details (for the project) are Emma Aylett grasmeresportingtales@outlook.com 079069372170) Don’t be shy; make
contact.
Meanwhile, with the opening event of the wrestling calendar at Hethersgill Vintage Show on May 5th, the wrestling academies are
winding down the indoor season with competitions on the mats.
Waberthwaite Academy holds its famous pie and peas Open Night on March16th, with a generous range of categories (Ages:Under
10, 12, 14, 16, 18 Years. Girls/Ladies TBA; Weights:Under 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13 Stone, BNFL Trophy & AW).
On March 23rd Kendal Academy hosts an Open Night at Grayrigg Village Hall;
and on April 7th we are all invited to Carnoustie beyond Dundee to Fraser Hirsch’s club’s Competition Day.
Nearer at home, Carlisle Wrestling Club has its final Junior Points Night next Wednesday, with the Seniors the following week.

March 14th 2013
CULMINATION OF CARLISLE WRESTLING CLUB'S WINTER PROGRAMME
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Carlisle Wrestling Club's Winter training programme for Juniors culminated in the fourth and last of the Points Nights when the skills
they have developed in training are tested in competition. This year, more than any other that I can remember, the final outcomes
were in little doubt. There are nine categories, and in all but one the winner of the Points Trophy was in the bag before the last

session even began.

One notable exception was the Under 12 Years class where I had to explain beforethe competition that two wrestlers, Mark
Wharton and Gemma Coulthard were separated by a single point, and that a wrestle-off was a possibility. Of course, that is what
happened. The draw kept them apart for three knock-out rounds, so they met in the final. Gemma gained control and used her hold
to throw Mark forward off her right hip for the first fall and then a back-over twist for the second.
A pause for breath and regrouping followed and Mark Wharton strode onto the mat with renewed determination. In the previous
bouts he had been dominated by the other wrestler. Now he set about attacking and hustling so that Gemma was pushed
backwards across the mat, and that is when he struck with back-heels which took her legs from under her. The precious cup was
his.
Earlier in the night, he reached the final of the 7 stones to wrestle Alfie Story who travels from Northumberland to train at Carlisle.
Story had been the dominant figure in that weight and the result seemed a foregone conclusion, except that Mark Wharton had not
read the script and took the first fall with a cross-click, played just as Alfie was making the maximum effort to lift him. Normal service
resumed in the second fall when Alfie's extra strength told and he won with a twist to floor.

Mark Wharton was not finished, though and came off best in a quick-fire decider. That action was the key to the subsequent award
of the trophy for the best performance of the night.
Six other wrestlers had their usual wins. They each had their own area of domination: Alfie Story, Thomas Wales, Abi Marston,
Thomas Gibson, Kieran Miller, and of course, Jack Brown. The last two are Champions from the 2012 Grass Season so their
success is not unexpected.
On Saturday night the wrestling focus will be in West Cumbria at Waberthwaite, a place famous for sausages and wrestlers.
Written by © Roger Robson ............. Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott (2013).

Results
Carlisle Wrestling Club Junior Points

Event

First

Second

Third

Fourth

6 Stone

H. Alecock

H Wales

J Gibson

J Wales

8½ Stone

T Wales

A Story

A Marston

M Wharton

10 Stone

K Miller

T Gibson

A Story

A Marston

Girls 7½ Stone

A Marston

Z Marston

Girls Open

A Marston

G Coulthard

Under12 Years

G Coulthard

M Wharton

J Wales

H Alecock

Under 15 Years

T Gibson

T Wales

M Wharton

A Story

Under 18 Years

J Brown

K Miller

A Marston

T Gibson

Best Performance

Mark Wharton

Carlsile Wrestling Club - Cup Winners 2012/13

Event

Winner

6 Stone

Alfie Story

7 Stone

Alfie Story

8½ Stone

Thomas Wales

10 Stone

Kieron Miller

Girls 7½ Stone

Abi Marston

Girls Open

Abi Marston

Under 12 Years

Mark Wharton

Under15 Years

Thomas Gibson

Under 18 Years

Jack Brown

March 21st 2013
WABERTHWAITE'S OPEN NIGHT
NEWS UPDATE
DATES:
Saturday March 23rd -7.30 pm - Kendal Academy Open Night

Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling was focused at a small village hall in West Cumbria last week when wrestlers from all four
of the Cumbrian academies gathered for the Waberthwaite Open Night.
The sense of a wrestling community was quickly established when in the first category, the Under 10s, Jason Southward of
Waberthwaite was first, Jack Threlfall of Milnthorpe second and Connor Wharton of Carlisle third. Then Harold Wilson of Kendal
won the next group, the Under 12s, to complete the circle.
The visiting stars added to the quality of the occasion, but it was Waberthwaite's night. Their light blue T-shirts were everywhere in
abundance, and a credit to the club organiser, Tom Porter. In the academy newsletter he pointed out how solitary he is: "Having lost
the services of Ashley Killip and Craig Naylor for this winter season. I am desperate for more assistance with the coaching on
Monday nights next year, to allow more tactical coaching to the different size and age groups, which will also help in keeping the
wrestlers interested."
The absence of young home-grown coaches such as Ashley Killip who used to work away seasonally, but now has a permanent job
on a huge arable farm in Bedfordshire, and Craig Naylor who has spent the Winter working in Spain, puts a heavy burden on Tom
who is just a bit beyond falling around on the mat with his protégés.
Nevertheless, at the Open Night and Prize Giving 48 different wrestlers participated in 13 events. All the Waberthwaite wrestlers
come from a very close area round the village, unlike Carlisle, Kendal and Milnthorpe which all attract wrestlers from big distances.
The difference is most stark at Carlisle where three of the best wrestlers of the past forty years, Tom Harrington, Alan Jones and
Andrew Carlile are all there on the mat each week dealing with the same number of wrestlers as Tom Porter all on his own at
Waberthwaite.
The fact that wrestlers and parents are willing to travel many miles to training sessions in the Winter means that they continue that
travelling to the outdoor events during the Summer. The wrestlers of West Cumbria are generally unwilling or unable to travel to
such venues. Tom Porter is acutely aware of this and pleads in the newsletter: "With the summer outdoor season starting after
Easter PLEASE try and support as many wrestling events as you can during the outdoor season."
Meanwhile, on the mat, there were particularly strong performances from home-grown wrestlers Michael Kirkham, Andrew
Woodend, and Wayne Rothery. Michael Kirkham, who won at Grasmere last year, still weighs under 7 stones and shows great
potential and was hiping well. Andrew Woodend is only an occasional wrestler Winter and Summer, but he is always a dangerous
opponent and sent Sam Wilson flying back onto the mat with a right-leg back-heel in the 10½st final. Wayne Rothery must be
getting to the veteran stage amongst all the youngsters, but his leg-up buttock of Andrew Woodend in the 12 stones was a classic.
In the end Stuart Mason of Milnthorpe won the prestigious BNFL Cup for the 13 stones, and Jimmy Hall of Carlisle, after a long wait,
felled Joe Threlfall who had travelled with two of his sons all the way from Preston.

This week it is Kendal Academy's turn to host an Open Night. At 7.30 tomorrow night at Grayrigg Village Hall all the action starts
again.

Results
Waberthwaite Open Night

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 10 Years

J Southward

Jack Threlfall

C Wharton

Under 12 Years

H Wilson

Jack Threlfall

C Connor

Under 14 Years

J Lashley

Josh Threlfall

G Wilson

Under 16 Years

J Hayhurst

A Phillips

S Wilson

Under 18 Years

J Hayhurst

K Miller

B Fox

6 Stone

R Patterson

Jack Threlfall

J Wrigley

7 Stone

M Kirkham

D Connor

R Patterson

9 Stone

A Phillips

M Kirkham

C Connor

10½ Stone

A Woodend

S Wilson

L Wilson

12 Stone

W Rothery

K Miller

B Fox

13 Stone BNFL Cup

S Mason

D Hodgson

A Mason

All Weights

J Hall

Joe Threlfall

J Hayhurst

Ladies Open

S Woodend

V Saunders

A Hopkins

March 27th 2013
CWWA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
NEWS UPDATE
TBA
The Annual General meeting of the Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Association held at Stoneybeck, near Penrith, looked
back at back at a soggy season in 2012 when ten events were cancelled because of the weather with the resultant loss of income
and action. Some cancelled events still pay their affiliation fee in those circumstances, but the feeling of the meeting was that the
Secretary was right in not pursuing money from those venues which were already mired in frustration and expense.
Despite the loss of that basic income for the Association, the books balance well, mainly because of an injection of funds from a
Cumbrian quiz organised by Board Member, Chris Bland, which was available at events throughout the season. The other
overwhelming Financial factor, which is not always appreciated is that the sport is kept alive by enthusiastic volunteers who give
their time freely. When I am asked to judge cattle at an agricultural show, I am offered hotel accommodation, travelling expenses
and meals. Wrestling officials cost an event nothing.
Two Governing Board members tendered their resignations. Tom Porter, the stalwart of Waberthwaite Academy, found it difficult to
attend meetings. Freddie Jones a great wrestler of the Post-War era and a long-time member of the Board, resigned because of ill
health. Their absence from the lists opened the way for two new and younger members, Joe Brown and Robin Murray. Both are
connected to the sport in remarkably similar ways: both have sons who have come, with success, through the boys classes, and
now are making their mark amongst the men. They already have taken on the role of referee and have travelled widely. In addition,
both act as hosts to the Breton wrestlers who grace our sport at the end of August each year. After Grasmere, the Bretons stay on
the Murrays' farm beside Arlecdon in West Cumbria while they compete at the likes of Silloth and Ennerdale
After that the action moves to Northumberland where the Browns offer hospitality. Joe Brown, in raising money from charity events
seeks to emulate the sort of hospitality provided by the Bretons when our wrestlers visit their country, and in simpler terms make
sure they have a roof to keep warm and showers to keep clean.
Last week should have seen action in the Kendal Open Night at Grayrigg, but the erratic snow made attendance dodgy for many
and absolutely impossible for the Wabethwaite wrestlers. They were to reciprocate with Kendal Academy who attended the
Waberthwaite Open Night in goodly numbers the week before the Ice-Age struck West Cumbria. The event will now take place in
late April.

Carlisle Wrestling Club tidied up the indoor season with the sixth and final Men's Points Night. Andrew Carlile
had a night to remember. In the 11½ stones category he had an unassailable lead before the night started, and he confirmed his
status by going through the round-robin without losing a fall.
In the middleweights, he started the night behind John Harrington, but beat him in the final to set up a wrestle-off for the trophy.
Wrestling sudden death, Harrington made the first moves by lifting Carlile, swinging him back on his right hip before dashing him
forward to the mat. Carlile landed on his right foot and immediately cross-buttocked with his left for an excellent winning fall.
The All Weights was complicated too, when Richard Fox and Jimmy Hall ended up with equal falls on the night. In circumstances
like that, Fox is able to step up a gear, go faster and find extra power. His win made him a clear winner of the Points trophy.
Written by © Roger Robson ............. Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott (2013).

Results
Carlisle Wrestling Club Senior Points ( March Competition)

Event

First

Second

Third

Fourth

11½ Stone

A Carlile

J Brown

P Murray

T Gibson

13 Stone

A Carlile

J Harrington

J Brown

P Murray

All Weights

R Fox

J Hall

F Sewell

J
Harrington

Cup Winners 2012 - 2013

Event

Winner

11½ Stone

Andrew Carlile

13 Stone

Andrew Carlile

All Weights

Richard Fox

April 4th 2013
SCYTHES, HORSES, IPADS, MOBILE PHONES AND THE INTERNET
NEWS UPDATE
TBA
The time when wrestlers used to come streaming down off the Lakeland fells, when the miners of Northumberland, Weardale and
West Cumbria surfaced like packs of moles, and farm workers parked their horses and scythes to travel to compete at Morpeth
Games, Grasmere and Egremont Crab Fair is far in the past.
Yet, the core of Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling is the same: a straightforward athletic sport, available to Everyman at little
cost, and persisting in beautiful, vibrant venues, over fifty of them, in the Northern Counties and the Borders of Scotland.
The traditional values, and the traditional costume, remain, but our sport is not in some sort of cocoon or time-warp. It is also a
thoroughly modern sport subject to all the pressures and advantages of the modern world. There was even a learned academic
paper published by Mike Huggins, the present Emeritus Professor of Cultural History at the University of Cumbria on "The Regular
Re-invention of Sporting Tradition and Identity: C &W Wrestling c. 1800-2000".
Part of this "regular re-invention" is the use of modern technology as a support for an ancient sport. For example, Rothbury
Academy keeps its members informed about all that "gannin on" by facebook. The club has a closed group supervised by Karen
Whitfield, the wife of Darren who organises and coaches at the club.
Now that most households have a computer, e-mail communication is used more and more. Wrestlers are in regular contact with
other wrestlers by text from mobile phones. Craig Naylor may live hidden away in deepest Wasdale, or working through Winter in
Spain, but he maintains contact with wrestlers, home and abroad, by texting.
The Wrestling Association web-site is run by Roy Lomas who lives in Madrid, yet enquiries from local people about old trophies,
family connections and "where can I learn to wrestle" come through to the academies, to the CWWA Secretary and to me.
A database of wrestlers, coaches, organisers and officials is being considered to replace the haphazard lists that exist now. I must
confess that a high proportion of the people in my little grotty blue telephone book are actually dead, so I could do with a spring

clean or a new system.
One of the problems faced by the Association when monitoring and developing coaching qualifications is the cost of Child
Protection courses. That problem was overcome in an instant when the Carlisle coach, Andrew Carlile, discovered that such
qualifications are available on the internet to a standard acceptable by schools.
These are all modern tools to sustain an ancient sport. As Mike Huggins concluded: "Over the last two centuries, wrestling has
experienced both change and continuity. In part, C & W wrestling has survived by adopting the public rituals, rhetoric, and
symbolism of all modern sport"....and the technology, too.

April 11th 2013
LINDA SCOTT APPOINTED AS THE NEW CHAIRMAN OF THE CWWA GOVERNING BODY
NEWS UPDATE
TBA

Linda Scott's election as Chairman of the CWWA Governing Board was a sort of Margaret Thatcher moment : the sole lady at the
meeting in charge of nearly twenty men in her "cabinet". Linda Scott, however, is no "Iron Lady". Her modus operandi is tact and
hard work.
Her first contact with the sport was through her partner Ted Dunglison, that wrestler of wrestlers. After his tragically early death, she
could easily have floated away from wrestling, but, somehow she felt included and supported in her loss, and year by year her role
has increased. She is an auditor for the Association, and regularly runs the table at wrestling events. (How she can write so neatly at
such speed, baffles me).
Her work skills as a graphic designer come into regular use. With Alf Harrington she produces the little membership books which
are so useful each season. CD covers, invitations to events, publicity posters are all part of her willing remit. She and her partner,
Julian Richardson, produce some of the best wrestling photographs each year.
More basically, she is the first female referee at the likes of Grasmere, and takes her place as a judge for men's events, a universally
respected figure in our sport.
Her first Governing Board Meeting was to allocate the Association's World Championship events for 2013, always of keen interest to
the wrestlers as they work out how quickly they have to shed their winter weight. The first event allocated creates no such
problems, because it is the "All Weights". This year Ambleside Sports is the host, so the present Champion, Andrew Ord, will have
to take a day off work to defend his title on a Thursday.
The busiest day is on June 8th when two championships occur. Luckily, it is possible to travel between the two...... if you have
enough petrol. The Under 15s takes place at the Cumberland Show in the afternoon and the 12st Championship at Lowgill Sports in
the Trough of Bowland in the late evening.
Two events are re-runs of last year. Boggy car parks made Skelton Show cancel the event which included the 14st Championship.
They will try again this year. Hethersgill Vintage Rally will also have a second attempt at the Under 18 Years Championship this year
after last year's event was voided because of an age irregularity.
Before the season begins, wrestling will have a busy week-end when the referees' meeting takes place on the Friday evening 26th
April and the following day is the Kendal Open Night at Grayrigg village hall.

Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Association WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP EVENTS for 2013

Event

Location

Date

All Weights

Ambleside Sports

July 25th

15 Stones

Dalston Show

August 10th

14 Stones

Skelton Show

July 6th

13 Stones

Grayrigg Show

August 29th

12 Stones

Lowgill Sports

June 8th

Event

Location

Date

11 Stones

Penrith Show

July 27th

10½ Stones

Egremont Crab Fair

September 21st

Under 18 Years

Hethersgill Vintage Rally

May 5th

Under 18 Years and 10
Stones

Kirkby Lonsdale Show

August 13th

Under 15 Years

Cumberland Show

June 8th

Under 15 Years and 8½
Stones

Alwinton Show

October 13th

April 18th 2013
ROTHBURY WRESTLING CLUB LEADS THE WAY
NEWS UPDATE
List of 2013 Wrestling
Venues now available
CLICK HERE
Rothbury Wrestling Club is at the centre of all the wrestling action just now. A minibus full of wrestlers of all ages and sizes travelled
to Carnoustie for the Angus Backhold Wrestling Championships recently, and next week their wrestlers are the team representing
England at the European Championships of the International Federation of Celtic Wrestling in Iceland.
In Carnoustie over sixty wrestlers competed in 14 categories, and the Northumbrians gave a good account of themselves. In the
youngsters Harry Bertram won at 6½ and 7½st, and diminutive Max Bates, 7 years of age and 4st in weight wrestled impressively.
Joe Hale won his junior weight and then went on to fell wrestlers in the men's event.
Jacob Wragg won at 12½st and Andrew Ord, our heavyweight champion won the All Weights. Ord had been standing around for a
long time (The Junior wrestling took 4½ hours to complete) When he eventually stepped onto the mat, he lost the first two falls to
Ryan Dolan. As often happens he "give hissel a gud shek", and won the next three holds. That was in the pool stage of the event,
and when he reached the final after the cross-ties, he again met Dolan. A fully functioning Andrew Ord then beat him 3-0.
The event was good practice for the wrestlers destined for Iceland, but for Jason Davidson it meant that he has had to pull out of
the team. I think the medical term is that he has "done his ribs in", so he will be a spectator instead of a participant.
The team which flies to Reykjavik on Monday has no chance of winning the main trophy with an already incomplete team, so the
wrestlers will be competing for individual honours. The team is Jacob Wragg (74kg), Andrew Sandercock (81kg), Jack Hale (90kg)
and Andrew Ord (100kg). The team is financially supported by the Wrestling association, but there is also a contingent of
supporters who are paying their own way.
Four regions/countries, Austria, Brittany, Leon and Iceland, have a full team of seven. There are also wrestlers from Cantabria,
Cornwall, Scotland, Sardinia and Sweden. In addition, the Female Championship will be between Brittany, Iceland, Scotland and
Leon.
The programme starts with the Icelandic Glima style on the Thursday as a preamble to the main European Championship which
uses backhold wrestling and Gouren as the two styles.
While the international action is at its height hundreds of miles north of here, two important domestic events take place in Cumbria
next week. On Friday 26th April a meeting of Referees and Judges will take place at Currock House, Carlisle, at 7.45pm. This is by
no means a closed meeting for "other interested parties (especially wrestlers) are welcome to attend". On the following night Kendal
Academy hosts its postponed Open Night at Grayrigg Village Hall.

April 25th 2013
LOOKING AHEAD TO THE NEW GRASS SEASON
NEWS UPDATE
Friday 26th April - 7.45pm Refereeing Meeting in the Gym, Currock House, Carlisle
Saturday, 27th April - 7.30pm Kendal academy Open Night in Grayrigg Village Hall, U13 / U15 / U18 / Girls 10st, Open, 5st
(mixed), Males 7st , 9st , 11st , 13st , AW
Pies and peas and a big raffle.
Sunday, May 5th - 12.30pm Hethersgill Vintage Rally at Carlisle Airport U12 / U15 / U18 Championship / Ladies / 12½st/ AW
List of 2013 Wrestling Venues now available CLICK HERE

Watch out, the new wrestling season is about to start. Tonight at Currock House, there is a meeting for referees; tomorrow, Kendal
academy end their indoor season with an Open Night; and in a week’s time the Grass Season begins with the Under 18 Years
World Championship at Hethersgill.

The meeting for referees is different this year, because anyone who is interested is invited to attend. The hope is that active
wrestlers, judges and followers of the sport will be present to promote and sustain conformity in applying the rules of the sport. New
and younger officials are urgently needed in the sport. The time when referees were appointed as some sort of honour to old
wrestlers is long gone. Several of the most respected referees now have never competed in the ring.
Wrestlers have been directly invited and may well end up as life-models illustrating the problems for wrestlers and officials. The
session will have some official business, such as the election of three Assessors for the 2013 season, but the hope is that the
meeting will be informal and interactive for all those who attend. The fact that it will be held in a gym with wrestling mats nearby
indicates the informal nature of the workshop.
Kendal Academy have not had the easiest indoor season. The local government cut-backs meant that the South Lakeland Leisure
Centre closed earlier than previously, and that halved the mat-time available for the wrestlers. In response the academy removed its
mats and transferred to Natland Village Hall for their weekly sessions. Their end of season Open Night then had to be postponed
when the snow fell, and was postponed till tomorrow night, only a week before the Grass Season begins at the big Vintage Rally at
Carlisle Airport.
Last year the Rally staged the Under 18 Championship, but that was declared void, when the winner turned out to be well over the
age limits. Undaunted, they applied again for a championship and for a second year in a row, they will launch the season with the
elite boy’s event.
Earlier in the week, I was invited to join a group of pupils from Keswick School at the County Archives in Carlisle. They were doing a
research project on traditional Lakeland Sports, and I was an artefact. Luckily, there was other material, and they were presented
with samples of George Steadman’s wrestling belts, a series of articles by Bob Horsley, my predecessor at the Cumberland News
stuck into an old catalogue book, and a batch of my old files with ephemera from wrestling seasons stretching as far back as
1979. It was strange to see my old programmes and posters and badges being used for historical research.

May 2nd 2013
'MAKE MORE NOISE ......... AND KEEP THINGS MOVING'
NEWS UPDATE
Sunday, May 5th - 12.30pm Hethersgill Vintage Rally at Carlisle Airport U12 / U15 / U18 World Championship / Ladies / 12½
st / AW.
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE
.Make more noise; move about more; and keep things moving. The referees meeting did discuss some of the more technical points
of officiating, but the general message was that the officials must not be passive, but react to whatever is happening in the ring.
The referee's command to "Wrestle!" must resonate round the ring. The modern referee moves around the ring keeping crowd and
wrestlers safe, but the judges, too, should be ready to move as the bout moves, and ready to shout out their decisions immediately
the fall ends. Only if the two judges disagree is the referee called on to make a decision. The way that judging has evolved recently
seeks consistency for the wrestlers, but also speed and clarity for the spectators. Gone are the days of self-important huddles of
officials in the middle of the ring to decide the winner after a close wrestle.
There was plenty of close wrestling in Grayrigg Village Hall when Kendal Academy held their Open Night as a farewell to the indoor
season. The place was "hotching" with wrestlers and spectators. More than twenty youngsters from the four Cumbrian Academies
entered for the Under 12 Years category, and the wrestling had to be "sudden death" single falls for the junior wrestling to be able

to fit it all in.

Matty Hodgson got Carlisle off to a good start with his win in the 5 stones, and two hours later and ten stones heavier, Joe Robson
of Kendal won the All Weights in a tough bout with Freddie Sewell a new talent from Carlisle. Robson was wrestling with an especial
home advantage for he lives only fifty metres from the hall.
In between times two of the star wrestlers were from Waberthwaite: Dylan Connor won both the 7 stones and the 9 Stones with
panache; and in the seniors, Tom Johnson wrestled smartly to win at 11 stones and then wrestle up in the 13 stones to James
Hayhurst.
Meanwhile basic news from Iceland is that despite having only four wrestlers instead of seven, our team came sixth out of ten
countries. The best individual performance came from Jack Hale who was second in the 90kg backhold section and third overall.
Frazer Hirsch did well to win his backhold section in a tough group. He was then given the accolade of best wrestler in all the
backhold wrestling.

Kendal Academy Open Night

Event

First

Second

Third

5 Stone

M Hodgson

A Harker

J Gibson

7 Stone

D Connor

J Harker

J Southward

9 Stone

D Connor

T Hayhurst

J Southward

11 stone U/18
years

1, S Wilson

G Wilson

R Robinson

Under 18 years

W Atkinson

D Hodgson

S Wilson

Girls

L Hayhurst

A Marston

G Coulthard

11 Stone

T Johnson

T Gibson

A Myers

13 Stone

J Hayhurst

T Johnson

D Hodgson

All Weights

J Robson

F Sewell

J Threlfall.

May 9th 2013
THE UNDER 18 YEARS WORLD CHAMPION OF CUMBERLAND AND WESTMORLAND WRESTLING
NEWS UPDATE
Saturday, May 18th - Sedbergh Gala.
Monday May 27th - Northumberland Show
Thursday May 30th - Killington Sports
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE

The new Under 18 Years World Champion of Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling is James Hayhurst of Kendal Academy.
Already a senior champion after winning the 13st title at Egremont Crab Fair last year, he then broke his leg playing rugby and was
absent from the Kendal team at the Academy Shield. Obviously fully recovered, he regained his winning ways at the Waberthwaite
Academy and Kendal Academy Open Nights at the end of the indoor season and emerged at Hethersgill Vintage Rally on Carlisle
Airport firing on all cylinders.
In the semi-final he met Jack Brown of Haydon Bridge, another senior champion last year. Brown had survived a hard wrestle in the
previous round when Daryl Hodgson took the first fall before the Brown hipe got properly into action. Three bouts were also needed
in the semi-final when Jack Brown equalised in the second hold. Hayhurst, though was wrestling more crisply than Brown and in the
decider he launched a buttocking attack which took Brown by surprise and flattened him. My notes include the word "lightning"

In the final he met another Kendal wrestler, William Atkinson, who immediately went into the lead when he countered Hayhurst's
buttock with a twist and follow-up pressure. In the next fall Hayhurst's subtler skills prevailed and Atkinson went down to a neatly
timed outside-stroke. The decider went to Hayhurst's late twist as the wrestlers fell to the ground.
James Hayhurst, who is also a top-rated moto-cross rider, has a great wrestling pedigree. His grandfather, Peter Hayhurst was
tough champion in his day, and further back you find some of the best post-War wrestlers who were key players in founding the
Kendal Academy, the only club which has functioned non-stop since those Academy League days.
Carlisle Wrestling Club had a complete monopoly on the prize-money in the 12½ Stones wrestling with Andrew Carlile and John
Harrington contesting the final. Although there was plenty of physicality on show the main tenor of their bouts was quick and
decisive skills. Carlile won the first bout with a classic combination of outside-stroke and back-heel. Harrington answered that next
with a "Peter Hunter", a cleverly timed right-leg outside-stroke which left Carlile without a leg to stand on.
The decider was literally finely balanced as Carlile went for a leg-up buttock and looked to be checked . He was unable to go higher
with the leg-up, but instead drove sideways with the trip still in place and Harrington went down.
Four wrestlers had travelled all the way from Dundee to take part and their long journey was made sweeter when two of them met
in the final of the All Weights. In Iceland the previous week Frazer Hirsch had won the best wrestler trophy for the backhold
wrestling. But this week he had to concede to Ryan Dolan after three close falls.

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
Hethersgill Vintage Rally

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

H Wilson

M Wharton

J Guy

Under 15 Years

G Wilson

T Gibson

T Hayhurst

Under 18 Years World
Championship

J Hayhurst

W Atkinson

J Brown

12½ Stone

A Carlile

J Harrington

J Brown

All Weights

R Dolan

F Hirsch

J Hayhurst

May 17th 2013
WRESTLING IS PART OF THE FABRIC OF THE NORTHERN COUNTIES OF THE UK
NEWS UPDATE
Saturday, May 18th - Sedbergh Gala.
Monday May 27th - Northumberland Show
Thursday May 30th - Killington Sports
Saturday June 1st - Northern District Young Farmers Field Day at Cardewlees.
Saturday June 8th - Cumberland Show (3.30)
Saturday June 8th - Lowgill Sports (7.00)
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE
A rush of events signals the start of the Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling season's full flow after the pause after the Under 18
Championship at Carlisle Airport. The venues of the next three weeks provide a glimpse of the wide range of sponsorship that the
sport enjoys. Wrestling is hardly ever a stand-alone event: only the big occasion at Rothbury Mart relies on wrestling as its mainstay
Instead, wrestling is part of the fabric of the Northern Counties and we see it at huge county shows like the Northumberland and the
Cumberland, at traditional village sports like Killington and Lowgill, at local get-togethers such as Sedbergh Gala, and at big rural
gatherings like the Young Farmers Field Days.
That is a pattern well established over the years, but the recent trip by a contingent of Rothbury wrestlers and their supporters to
the European Championships in Iceland has only existed for less than thirty years. Another new development in Iceland is in the
followers of the wrestling. Unable to attend in person because of lambing and calving, I relied on two people without a long-term
connection with wrestling to be my eyes and ears.
David Ellison's professional photographs gave a new perspective on wrestling when they were exhibited at Tullie House, Carlisle.
He does not see himself as a "Sports Photographer" as such , but he sent me images which captured the tension as the wrestlers
tied to compete in the championships.
The other contact is Howard Tindall whom, along with his wife Pamela, I recently labelled super-fans. He now has a foot in three
camps: he is a Scot who supports Cumbrian wrestling, and who was commissioned by the Bretons to provide an account of the
Icelandic Championships for the Breton wrestling magazine. Not only that, but he wrote it in French. His Breton contact quickly
conceded in their first exchanges that Howard's French was better than his English.

Having been in Brittany for their back hold championships in February, he was well placed to comment on the difficulty for wrestlers
to cope with the subtleties of the Icelandic Glima style.
He complimented the Bretons on their overall victory in the championships after coming second in both Gouren and Backhold, and
made the final assessment that,"The wrestlers provided quality bouts for the public, and our hosts guaranteed a well-organised
tournament, with a warm welcome for al the foreign groups." But in French.

May 23rd 2013
SEDBURGH MUDLARKS

NEWS UPDATE
Monday May 27th - (1.30) Northumberland Show (new venue at Bywell) U10 / U14 / U18 / Girls U15 / Ladies / 11½ st. / 13½ st.
/ AW
Thursday May 30th - ( 6.45) - Killington Sports - U9 / U12 / U15 / U18, / Girls U18 / 13 st. / AW.
Saturday June 1st - Northern District Young Farmers Field Day at Cardewlees.
Saturday June 8th - Cumberland Show (3.30)
Saturday June 8th - Lowgill Sports (7.00)
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE
I thought about building an Ark, but decided instead to travel to Sedbergh Gala thinking to take atmospheric photos of an
abandoned sports field complete with pools and mud. Mysteriously, as we travelled south cheery Radio Cumbria reporters seemed
to be having a jolly time at the Gala and never mentioned rain. As we reached the balmy South, past Shap Summit, the rain
evaporated.
Nevertheless, the wrestling ring became a muddy affair with the concentrated trampling, and at one point was much enlarged to
allow wrestlers to escape the mire. George Wilson, though, carefully carried Jamie Wilson several metres back into the original ring
so that he could drop him in the middle of the clarts....twice.
Even though the South Cumbria YFC Field Day took several regular wrestlers away from Sedbergh, there was a sufficient entry for
the younger end of the wrestling once the Hodgson and Wilson tribes had arrived.

Some of the best wrestling of the day came from Sam Wilson. In the Under 15 Years final he met his old adversary, Thomas Gibson
of Carlisle, and after a dog fall, showed his class, particularly with the hank which gained the first fall. In the 13 stones final he was
again lighter than his opponent. George Wilson took the first fall with a back-heel, but Sam fought back with a twist over the knee
and then a swing off the chest.

Graham Brocklebank had to contend with considerable tonnage on his

way to victory in the All Weights, felling Joseph Robson, William Hayhurst and finally, Trevor Hodgson. His power and agility brought
a succession of wins by hold and big twists.
Milnthorpe Academy always support Sedbergh, and they came into their own in the Under 18s when two members, Jordan Bellamy
and Kane McNally disputed the final with Bellamy coming out on top.
The future of wrestling seems assured in South Cumbria. You only need to look at the Under 9 Years section at Sedbergh: the four
prize-winners were all Hodgsons: Ted, Rosie, Arnold and Grace - a team to fear, in ten years' time.
Written by © Roger Robson ............. Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott (2013).

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
Sedbergh Gala

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 9 Years

T Hodgson

R Hodgson

A Hodgson

Under 12 Years

H Wilson

J Roper

T Hodgson

Under 15 Years

S Wilson

T Gibson

J Wilson

Under18 Years

J Bellamy

K McNally

G Wilson

Girls

L Hayhurst

R Hodgson

G Capstick

13 Stone

S Wilson

G Wilson

T Gibson

All Weights

G Brocklebank

T Hodgson

W Hayhurst

May 30th 2013
NORTHUMBERLAND COUNTY SHOW
NEWS UPDATE
Thursday May 30th - ( 6.45) Killington Sports - U9 / U12 / U15 / U18, / Girls U18 / 13st / AW.
Saturday June 1st - Northern District Young Farmers Field Day at Cardewlees.
Saturday June 8th - (3.30) Cumberland Show U12 / U15 Championship / U18 / Girls U15 / 12st / 14st / AW
Saturday June 8th - Lowgill Sports - (7.00) U7 / U12 / U14 / U16 / Girls / 12st Championship / AW
Saturday, June 15th - Roman Wall Show
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE

Two Jacks: Jack Brown and Jack Hale were the stars of the
Northumberland Show wrestling.
As the youngsters, the girls and the young lads kept the crowd well entertained, you could see substantial figures in that crowd
watching and waiting patiently for their turn in the ring. When the massive figure of Jimmy Hall entered the ring, you knew that the
wrestling was going to be quite different from what had preceded it. From the earliest round you could see that the men on form
were Andrew Ord, the All Weights Champion, and Jack Hale. Ord was taking his usual care and then outside-hiping to win. Jack
Hale was burling his opponents around on swinging hipes.

Appropriately, the last wrestling of the day, the final of the All Weights,
was between Messrs Ord and Hale. Both bouts were finely balanced and could have gone either way, except that Hale was able to
find another ounce of energy, another inch of purchase, to bring over Ord's tall frame.
Another Champion, Jack Brown, could be well-satisfied with his day at his local show. At the first event of the year at Hethersgill
Vintage Rally he had wrestled below his potential, but here at the Northumberland Show, he was at full throttle. In the final of the
11½ Stones he met Kieron Miller who had arrived late for the Boys wrestling because of the big traffic problems on the way into the
show. Miller was well fired-up when he eventually got into the ring and did well to fell the Under 15 Champion Archie Singer with
two hipes in the semi-final. However, he had no answer to Jack Brown's weight and skill.

Brown carried that over into the 13½ Stones when he met Andrew Sandercock
of Newcastle in the final. Sandercock was a newcomer and complete novice last year but has trained hard through the winter and is
now a real contender in the middleweights. Brown won the first fall with a desperate cross-click which rescued him from
Sandercock's powerful hold. Brown's second fall was less of an emergency repair, for he hiped Sandercock into a vulnerable
position and then finished him off with a low cross-buttock.
The Kendal wrestlers gave a good account of themselves in the younger categories with four cousins, Harold, George, Daisy Wilson
and William Atkinson all gaining good wins.
Next week sees a busy time for wrestlers with two championships at stake on the same day: the Under 15 Years at the Cumberland
Show and the Men's 12st at Lowgill in the evening. Wrestlers are urged to get their entries in by 3pm at the Cumberland Show so
that car headlights are not needed as floodlights at Lowgill in the evening.
Written by © Roger Robson ............. Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott (2013).

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
Northumberland Show

Event

First

Second

Third

Under ? Years

G Singer

T Wilson

D Sugden

Under 12 Years

H Wilson

G. Coulthard

T Davidson

Under 14 Years

G Wilson

T Gibson

H Bertram

Under 18 Years

W Atkinson

A Singer

S Wilson

Girls Under 14 Years

L Singer

D Wilson

G Coulthard

Ladies

D Wilson

L Singer

G Coulthard

11½ st

Jack Brown

K Miller

A Carlile

13½ st

J Brown

A Sandercock

A Carlile

All Weights

J Hale

A Ord

J Hall

June 6th 2013

KILLINGTON SPORTS AND THE YOUNG FA\RMER'S FIELD DAY AT CARDEWLEES

NEWS UPDATE
Saturday June 8th - (3.30) Cumberland Show U12 / U15 Championship / U18 / Girls U15 / 12st / 14st / AW
Saturday June 8th - Lowgill Sports - (7.00) U7 / U12 / U14 / U16 / Girls / 12st Championship / AW
Saturday, June 15th - Roman Wall Show (1.30) U13 / U17 / 11½ / 13½ / AW
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE
If Killington Sports were a building it would be Grade 1 Listed. If the spirit of the North Cumbria Young Farmers Field Day could be
bottled, national problems of disaffected youth would be instantly solved. Two Cumbrian events last week were hotching with
people, alive with good-humoured competition and laced through with quality performances. And the sun shone, too.
Forty-nine people ran off up a hill in the fell race at Killington, and entries were plentiful in the wrestling ring, too. With its quirky,
hummocky field, its Post-War Village Sports ethos, and its deceptively casual organisation, Killington Sports just seems to happen
each year. But if you look at the programme, each event is generously sponsored, and there are a lot of events to get through
before dark.
The Heavyweight competition which concluded the wrestling brought together weight wrestlers from all over Cumbria and
Northumberland. The initial shocks came from Freddie Sewell who trains at Carlisle when he brought Jason Davidson over with a
high and mighty 'twist-off-the-breest', as my father used to call it. He then went on to deal efficiently with Graham Brocklebank in the
semi-final with more big twists. On the other side of the draw, Stuart Fleming cross-buttocked Thomas Brocklebank twice to reach
the final. And in the final Fleming showed what a wrestling talent he is, when he caught Sewell twice with sudden buttocking.

Andrew Carlile of Carlisle looked to be on a difficult road when he entered for the 13½ Stones, for he is a slim, lightweight wrestler.
He had to rely entirely on smart wrestling tactics and quick reactions to make any progress. In the semi-final he met the 13st
Champion James Hayhurst, who had already won the Under 18s, and caught him with the simplest of ploys: a left-leg back-heel
which captured the leg and wouldn't let it go. Then he won with a cross which trumped Hayhurst's big swinging hipe. In the final
with Daryl Hodgson he again showed his wiles, especially in the first fall when he swiftly caught him with a right leg outside stroke.

At Cardewlees at YFC Field Day we saw the culmination of the keen preparation by the Young
Farmers who had attended many training sessions in the Academies in the winter. The girls classes in particular were the best ever
at this event with real skill and determination on display. Dawn Gibson was best of all winning a trophy for the best female
performance.
In the men's wrestling two friends from Caldbeck YFC took the main honours. John Harrington and Robert Marrs, Little and Large to
their friends, won the 11½ Stones and the Heavyweights respectively. As usual trained wrestlers dominated, but pushed all the way
and sometimes defeated by fit newcomers.
The spirit of the Field Day was encapsulated in the arrival into the wrestling ring of Kieron Miller resplendent in smart black trousers
and shirt. Moments earlier he had been ballroom dancing; now he was going for his wrestling chips with his usual verve which took
him right to the final with John Harrington.
Written by © Roger Robson ............. Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott (2013).

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
Killington Sports

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 8 Years

E Parsons

G Bland

T Bland

Under 12 Years

H Wilson

G Singer

Under 15 Years

S Wilson

J Lashley

L Dennison

Under 18 Years

J Hayhurst

D Hodgson

A Singer

Girls Under 18 Years

C Hodgson

E Hayhurst

M Gibson

Under 21 Years and 12 st

B Brocklebank

H King

S Wilson

13 st

A Carlile

D Hodgson

J Hayhurst

All Weights

S Fleming

F Sewell

T Brocklebank

Cumbria Young Farmer's Club Northern Field Day

Event

First

Second

Third

9½ st

T Gibson (Raughtonhead)

J Dixon (Carlisle)

H Skelhorn (Wigton).

11½ st

J Harrington (Caldbeck)

K Miller (Aspatria)

P Murray (Egremont)

Over 11½ st

R Marrs (Caldbeck)

I Clementson (Aspatria)

R Fox (Longtown)

Women's 10 st

Z Hall (Skelton)

A Dickinson (Longtown)

N Smith (Brampton)

Women's over 10 st

D Gibson (Skelton)

S Woodend (Drigg)

F Laurie (Kirklinton).

June 13th 2013
SUN BRINGS OUT THE BEST AT CARLISLE AND LOWGILL
NEWS UPDATE
Saturday, June 15th - Roman Wall Show (1.30) U13 / U17 / 11½ / 13½ / AW
Saturday, 22nd June (3pm) Quernmore Sports U10 Yrs / U14 / U16 / Girls / 5 / 8 / 10 / 13½ / AW
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE

Two World Wrestling Championships in the Cumberland and Westmorland style were settled
on a glorious day of sunshine and action. In the afternoon, Joe Hale of Rothbury won the Under 15 Years championship at The
Cumberland Show. In the evening Ben Brocklebank of Warton won the 12st Championship at Lowgill Sports.
The Cumberland Show has suffered greatly from flooding and clarts in recent years, but last Saturday's wall-to-wall sunshine
brought the crowds and the competitors in abundance from all corners of our wrestling world. A horde of youngsters competed in
the Under 12 Years class, and there were about twenty entries in the championship with special performances galore, but in the

end
Joe Hale of Rothbury and Sam Wilson of Kendal met in the final.
Three bouts were needed to settle the matter. Sam Wilson went ahead when he countered Hale's hank. A leg-up buttock clinched
the second fall for the Northumbrian, and then he gained a good hold and drove Wilson forward and down off the right side. Former
CWWA President, Cyril Bragg, who has seen it all since the fifties, said he'd never seen a better competition.
The other championship was less numerous but every bout crackled with tension and extremes of skill and determination.The
holder of the 12st title, John Harrington, fought every inch to retain it. Jack Brown had felled him in the 12st final at the Cumberland

Show
, but at Lowgill Harrington managed to get rid of Brown's long legs to
fell him. In the semi-final he met the 13st champion, James Hayhurst, and the two had a ding-dong battle before Harrington won by

buttocking for the first fall and countering the inside-click for the second.

Meanwhile Ben Brocklebank had a comparatively easy ride. He lives within easy distance of the Sports and had not travelled to

wrestle at Carlisle earlier in the day.
Added to that his first two bouts were against youngsters, so
he arrived in the final without breaking sweat.As soon as the bout started, the battle-hardened Harrington went for his most lethal
attacking mode, the outside-hipe. Brocklebank went high in the air on the hipe and Harrington looked in full control, but
Brocklebank managed to get a foot to the ground and came with a late, late twist to take the first fall. In the second bout,
Brocklebank took the initiative, stepped in and brought Harrington over with a clean inside-hipe.
In a day of wrestling riches, I remember Jack Brown throwing everyone around and winning the Guinness Cup for the best
performance at Carlisle; John Wharton letting his hair down after a long day as Chief Steward of the sheep show and bustling his
way to third place in the All Weights; Jason Davidson showing heavyweight champion Andrew Ord that he still has what it takes in
the All Weights final; and sun, sun sun.
Written by © Roger Robson ............. Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott (2013).

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
Cumberland Show

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

M Wharton

G Coulthard

T Davidson

Under 15 Years World
Championship

J Hale

S Wilson

J Lashley

Under 18 Years

W Atkinson

J Lashley

K Miller

Girls

A Marston

G Coulthard

D Wilson

12 Stone

J Brown

J Harrington

C Naylor

14 Stone

R Fox

A Carlile

J Brown

All Weights

J Davidson

A Ord

J Wharton

Lowgill

Event

First

Second

Third

U12 Years

C Fox

A Fox

J Gardner

U14 Years

J Lashley

D Bradley

A Story

U16 Years

J Lashley

S Wilson

A Taylor

Girls

C Hodgson

E Hayhurst

D Wilson

12 Stone World Championship

B Brocklebank

J Harrington

J Hayhurst

Event

First

Second

Third

All Weights

G Brocklebank

J Harrington

T Hodgson

June 20th 2013
THE ROMAN WALL SHOW
NEWS UPDATE
Saturday, 22nd June (3pm) Quernmore Sports (near Lancaster) U10 Yrs / U14 / U16 / Girls / 5 / 8 / 10 / 13½ / AW
Saturday, 29th June (3pm) Alston Gala U12 / U15 / U18, / Ladies / 11½ / 13 / AW.
Sunday, 30th June (3pm) Patterdale U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 12 ½ / AW.
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE

A series of intriguing contests has developed at the beginning of the 2013 wrestling season. The best wrestling appears when two

skilful wrestlers are at
the peak of their powers and either can win. Two finals at the
Cumberland Show on the 8th June were repeated a week later at the Roman Wall Show: Joe Hale and Sam Wilson in the Under
15s and Jason Davidson and Andrew Ord in the All Weights. Jack Brown and John Harrington were the men to beat in the
Middleweights.
Some of the best wrestling of the day at the Roman Wall Show came from Sam Wilson who had to work hard with shock tactics to
unsettle and fell heavier opposition. In the Under 17 Years he disposed of last year's Under 15 Champion, Archie Singer, with first a
buttock and then a hank. In the semi-final he felled his taller cousin George Wilson with back-heel and buttock. Meanwhile, on the

other side of the draw, Joe Hale was flinging Connor Mason around with a hank and a leg-up buttock notable for its extra hop to
bring his man over.

That victory brought Wilson and Hale together in the final again for the closest of contests. As
happened at Carlisle, Wilson struck first, this time with a big twist. Both of these young lads are dangerous hankers, and that was
the chip that earned Joe Hale the equaliser. The deciding bout was as close as it is possible to be. It looked as though Wilson had
won, but his knee had touched down before the fall was complete.
John Harrington and Jack Brown train together at Carlisle Wrestling Club in the winter even though they live miles away in opposite
directions at Haydon Bridge and Bewaldeth. At the Cumberland Show Jack Brown had been on top form, won the Guinness Trophy
and felled Harrington in the 12st semi-final. At the Roman Wall he reached two finals but lost in both. In the 13½st final John
Harrington clinched his win with a hank, a chip he uses sparingly but effecrtively.
At the Cumberland Show Jason Davidson was in inspired form in the final, but at the Roman Wall, Ord, the All Weights Champion
was in control winning with hipes which suit his tall physique.

All the wrestlers mentioned so far had some distance to travel, but there was also some good wrestling from the locals who have
been well trained at Carlisle but do not follow the ring like the others. Jonjo Pattinson and Craig Ridley work amongst the fine
Hexham Blackfaced Sheep that grace the hill land in the area, and they gave a good account of themselves in the wrestling, but
Craig's brother Adam stole the show when he felled Jack Brown in the final of the 11½st and was awarded the shield for the most
meritorious performance.
Tomorrow sees wrestling return to Quernmore Sports near Lancaster. I used to wrestle there forty years ago but the event has had
no wrestling for many years. The emphasis will be on the young and lightweight wrestlers with lots of categories and £200
prizemoney.
Written by © Roger Robson ............. Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott (2013).

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
The Roman Wall Show

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 10 Years

G Singer

C Wharton

W Aycliffe

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 13 Years

H Bertram

H Wilson

T Davidson

Under 17 Years

J Hale

S Wilson

G Wilson

Ladies

L Singer

A Marston

G Orrell

11½ Stone

A Ridley

J Brown

K Miller

13½ Stone

J Harrington

A Singer

J Brown

All Weights

A Ord

J Davidson

A Sandercock

June 27th 2013
QUERNMORE FIELD DAY
NEWS UPDATE
Saturday, 29th June (3pm) - Alston Gala U12 / U15 / U18, / Ladies / 11½ / 13 / AW.
Sunday, 30th June (3pm) - Patterdale U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 12 ½ / AW.
Saturday, 6th July (4.30) Skelton U13 / U16 / U18 / 11½ / 14 Stone World Championship / AW.
Sunday 7th July (2pm) - Langdale U9 / U12 / U15 / U18 / U21&11st / Ladies10st / Ladies Open / 13 / AW (£350)
Sunday 7th July - Distington,
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE

David Parsons, the referee at Quernmore, had a busy time at the start of each bout as he unplaited fingers, changed the arm and
head positions, and tried to make the two combatants push out into a better wrestling position before he could say "Wrestle!".
Scores of children had their first taste of Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling last week both at Quernmore and at Grasmere
School.

The headmaster of the school where Joe Threlfall teaches, has a child at Quernmore School and asked Joe if he could organise
some wrestling for the village Field Day. Sponsorship was found and an ambitious programme of eleven categories was provided.
Conditions did not favour the success of the venture with wind, dampness in the air, and an amazingly steep field falling away from
the ring. However, after sawdust had delineated a safe area, the action began....and the noise. This was participation sport at its
most immediate; the children entered for the wrestling in droves and screamed their support for the participants in each and every
bout.

Only in the older and heavier categories were there any wrestlers who knew what they were doing, but that did not matter in the

least as effort and natural talent kept the crowd enrapt.
Then the Maypole was brought out and wrestling paused as the same children who had been competing entwined and then
unknotted the long ribbons.
Of the known wrestlers Graham Brocklebank of Kendal Academy had two finals with Stuart Mason of Milnthorpe. Mason managed
one fall but the rest went to Brocklebank. Sam Wilson of Kendal Academy and Josh Threlfall of Minthorpe replicated this intense,
skilful wrestling in the Under 16s and the lightweights, with Wilson's neat chips carrying the day.

For the second year Grasmere School put on a full day of wrestling sponsored by the Ambleside Sports Fund. This enabled the
Kendal coach, John Wilson, to spend a full day at the school. In the morning he coached every child in the school, and in the
afternoon, parents were invited to see their children compete in events which involve the whole school. Jak Hirst, Chairman of the
Ambleside Sports was in attendance, and at the end of the event presented the winners with full family tickets for this year's
Ambleside Sports: a cunning ruse to make sure those youngsters may try wrestling before thousands at Ambleside rather than in
the sheltered grounds of Grasmere School.
Written by © Roger Robson ............. Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott (2013).

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
Quernmore Field Day

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 7 Years

B Giles

S Rainford

J Jolly

Under 10 Years

J Ellwood

J McArthur

Z Lamb

Under 12 Years

W Cullen

H Carter

J Bywater

Under 14 Years

J Threlfall

T Townley

J Sweetnam

Under 16 Years

S Wilson

J Threlfall

J Sweetnam

5 Stone

A Bayne

D Smith

H Giles

6 ½ Stone

D Bradley

H Carter

J Ellwood

8 ½ Stone

J Sweetnam

W Cullen

D Bradley

10 Stone

S Wilson

J Sweetnam

J Threlfall

13½ Stone

G Brocklebank

S Mason

S Wilson

All Weights

G Brocklebank

S Mason

J Threlfall.

July 4th 2013
WILSON AND BROWN ENJOY TRIPLE SUCCESSES
NEWS UPDATE
Saturday, 6th July (4.30) Skelton U13 / U16 / U18 / 11½st / 14 Stone World Championship / AW
Sunday 7th July (2pm) - Langdale U9 / U12 / U15 / U18 / U21&11st / Ladies 10st / Ladies Open / 13st / AW (£350)
Sunday 7th July - (1pm) Distington U12 / U15 / U18 / 12 ½st / AW
Sunday 14th July - (2pm) Haltwhistle Gala - U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls U15 / Ladies / 11½st / 13st / AW
Sunday 14th July - Great Eccleston Show
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE

Sam Wilson of Kendal Academy and Jack Brown of Carlisle Wrestling Club had a weekend to savour last week when they notched
up three victories each at Alston Gala and at the Ullswater Country Fair at Patterdale.

Although he has been growing upwards and outwards over the winter, Sam Wilson is still in the
lightweight mould, at least for the moment. As a result, he has had to endure the years of apprenticeship when he was constantly
wrestling against heavier opposition in the boys' classes. The result was that he had to develop and rely on skilful ploys to gain any
success. Those years of training are beginning to pay off, and he won three boys' events and reached a lightweight men's final last
week.
I'm sure that his favourite moment would be his success in the final of the Under 15s at Alston. In the final he met Joe Hale of
Rothbury the Under 15 Years Champion. The two live and train a hundred miles apart, and have rarely met before this year. At the
Cumberland Show Hale felled Wilson in the closest of finals, and subsequently they have met a few times. Sam Wilson was getting
some good falls, but Joe Hale was gaining more success. At Alston that pattern was brought to an abrupt halt in the Under 15s final.
As soon as the call to "Wrestle" was made Wilson struck with an all out buttocking attempt, and brought his man over with only an
inch of margin. The second fall was more clear-cut for the judges as Wilson's hank turned Hale right under him.

Jack Brown, as a younger wrestler, went through the same development pattern as Sam Wilson,
but now is fit to beat anyone in the lightweight and middleweight classes. At Alston he cruised through the lightweights and then
beat the fast improving Andrew Sandercock from Newcastle in the 13st final. At Patterdale the weights were set at 12½ Stones, and

once more he eased himself to victory.
In the past, in the days of the likes of Ted Dunglinson, Wilf Brocklebank and Alf Harrington, there were years when a single
heavyweight wrestler dominated the scene to the point of a monopoly. This year there is infinite variety in the heavyweights, not
only in the range of winners, but also in the entry lists. At Alston Joe Thompson put in a welcome appearance at his home venue. In
the All Weights final he took the hold off Andrew Sandercock and rushed him off the right hip for the first fall. Sandercock then
levelled with a hank, but was beaten in the decider by Thompson's repeat of his first ploy.

At Patterdale there was again a good turnout of heavier wrestlers, which ended up with James Hall and Graham Brocklebank
meeting in the damp final. Brocklebank took the middle fall, but Hall won the decider.
Written by © Roger Robson ............. Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott (2013).

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
Alston Gala

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

H Wilson

G Coulthard

M Hodgson

Under 15 Years

S Wilson

J Hale

T Gibson

Under 18 Years

C Carlyle

C Mason

S Wilson

Ladies

B Philipson

G Coulthard.

11½ Stone

J Brown

S Wilson

T Gibson

13 Stone

J Brown

A Sandercock

M Harrington

All Weights

J Thompson

A Sandercock

J Ritson

Patterdale

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G Coulthard

R Hodgson

J Gibson

Under 15 Years

S Wilson

T Gibson

A Story

Under 18 Years

S Wilson

T Gibson

A Story

Ladies

G Coulthard

R Hodgson

12½ Stone

J Brown

M Harrington

S Wilson

All Weights

J Hall

G Brocklebank

J Brown

July 11th 2013
14 STONE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
NEWS UPDATE
Sunday 14th July - (2pm) Haltwhistle Gala - U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls U15 / Ladies / 11½st / 13st / AW
Sunday 14th July - (1.15pm) Great Eccleston Show
Sunday 21st July - (2.30) Coniston Country Fair U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 11 ½ / 13 / AW
Thursday 25th July - (1pm) Ambleside U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls U15 / Ladies/ 8 / 11 ½ / 12 ½ / 14 / AW Championship
Friday 26th July - (2.30) Langholm Common Riding U12 / U16 / Ladies / 11 ½ / 13 / AW
Saturday 27th July - Penrith Show, including 11 stones Championship
Saturday 27th July - Beetham Sports

The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE

Skelton Show had a sunny comeback after last year's cancellation, and the 14st World Championship was one of its brightest
moments. The quality and the intensity of the wrestling was supreme, with real doubt and edge in every bout. The tone was set by
Jack Hale of Rothbury and Graham Brocklebank of Kendal in the opening encounter. Hale's swinging hipes are fit to fell anyone, but
not Graham Brocklebank who hung low and anticipated every move. His defensive reactions were always ready to move to attack,
and Hale went down a back-over twist in the first bout and an inside-click in the second. The other Kendal contender, Sam
Wilkinson, will probably never have met David Barnes of Carlisle Wrestling Club and so was caught entirely by surprise by a hank at
full throttle. A hank can be defended, but not if you do not know it is happening. Wilkinson rallied by going for hold in the second
bout, but went down to another hank in the third.
Two Carlisle wrestlers Jack Brown and Jack Ewart had a close bout. Ewart had spent much of the afternoon running round the
showfield to lose weight, only for Brown to pick him up and outside-hipe him, twice.
Richard Fox felled the veteran champion, Alan Jones with back heels before going on to meet and fell Jack Brown in the semi-final.
A trademark, full buttock eliminated Brown and announced to the crowd that Fox was firing on all cylinders.
The other semi-final brought together David Barnes and Graham Brocklebank, and on this occasion Brocklebank's style which had
been so successful against Jack Hale, was his downfall against Barnes who outside-hiped him.
The final was finely balanced, and Richard Fox was pacing into the distance before returning fully-focused to the fray. For the first
hold my notes say "buttock – messy but intense", which means that David Barnes put up a good defence and Fox had to work
himself into a position where he could strike with his best chip.
The final throw was something of an anti-climax in that David Barnes went for his favourite chip, the hank, but Fox's defence was too
good and Barnes fell flat on his back.

The weekend was filled with other excitements in the sun: the Gibson brothers, John and Thomas, gained wins at their local Show;
Jack Hale's swinging hipe got into gear to win the All Weights final at Skelton; the Miller brothers, Kieron and David from Aspatria
had wins at both Skelton and Distington, and it was especially good to see David back from a bad injury on the mats in winter; there
was a first win for Freddie Sewell from Carlisle in the All Weights, defeating a rugby league player from Cleator in final.

At Langdale many of the regular wrestlers were missing, but a mixture of locals and serious wrestlers thoroughly entertained the
crowd.
Written by © Roger Robson ............. Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott (2013).

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
Skelton Show

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 10 Years

J Gibson

S Dodd

H Wales

Under 13 Years

M Wharton

J Winkley-Balmer

J Richardson

Under 16 Years

T Gibson

T Wales

J Wales

Under 18 Years

K Miller

T Gibson

P Potts

11½ Stones

J Brown

K Miller

D Miller

14 Stone World
Championship

R Fox

D Barnes

G Brocklebank

All Weights

J Hale

R Fox

G Brocklebank.

Distington Show

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

J Hogarth

Harry Wilson

K O`Leary

Under 15 Years

T Gibson

C Taylor

K O`Leary

Under 18 Years

K Miller

T Gibson

C Proznic

12½ Stones

D Miller

K Miller

C Naylor

All Weights

F Sewell

J Martin

J Ritson

Langdale Gala

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 9 Years

T Wilson

E Wilson

V Davidson

Under 12 Years

G Coulthard

H Wilson

T Wilson

Under 15 Years

G Wilson

J Lashley

D Connor

Under 18 Years

G Wilson

D Connor

J Lashley

Event

First

Second

Third

Girls 10 Stones

A Marston

E Wilson

G Coulthard

Under 21 Years & 11
Stones

J Lashley

D Connor

H Wilson

Ladies

G Coulthard

H Wilson

H Fergie

13 Stones

S Lashley

G Wilson

J Lashley

All Weights

F Matthews

H Kumar

July 18th 2013
HALTWHISTLE CARNIVAL AND GREAT ECCLESTON SHOW
NEWS UPDATE
Sunday 21st July - (2.30) Coniston Country Fair U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 11 ½ / 13 / AW
Thursday 25th July - (1pm) Ambleside U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls U15 / Ladies/ 8 / 11 ½ / 12 ½ / 14 / AW Championship
Friday 26th July - (2.30) Langholm Common Riding U12 / U16 / Ladies / 11 ½ / 13 / AW
Saturday 27th July - (1.15) Penrith U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls U15 / Ladies / 11st World Championship / 13st / AW
Saturday 27th July - (2.00) Beetham U12 / U14 / U16 / U18 / Girls Open / 13st / AW
There is no wrestling at North Lonsdale Show.
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE

Wrestling was split in two last week when the academy wrestlers from Kendal and Milnthorpe went south into Lancashire to
compete at Great Eccleston Show, and the wrestlers from the academies at Carlisle and Rothbury met up in Northumberland at
Haltwhistle Carnival.
Hatwhistle is one of those events where Novice wrestlers have a great time. They enter in significant numbers and are wildly
cheered as they compete. A fine challenge trophy in memory of local lad Chris Walton rewards the winner. Chris's younger brother,
James, and his cousin, Will Storey met in the first round and after a cheerful skirmish, Storey went on to further bouts until he was in
the final with Durham schoolteacher, Jimmy Atkinson.
Atkinson just failed to fell his man with a salto, a throw from the freestyle ring rather than the Lakeland valleys. In the second hold he
went for a simpler approach and back-heeled to win. The deciding bout was just beginning to fizz as two strong young men
confronted each other, when anti-climax struck: Storey broke hold and that was the end of it

Atkinson first sampled our wrestling at Stanhope Show in Weardale last year and has kept an eye out for an opportunity to
compete. He lives in Weardale and teaches at a Junior school in Shildon, County Durham. He feels that the sport would be perfect
for the children in his charge and he is aware of the residual tradition of wrestling in Weardale where once it was a big sport
amongst the miners and shepherds.

The main man at Haltwhistle was undoubtedly Jack Brown who is on great form and showed it by winning both the 11½ stones and
the 13 stones events, and wrestling up to Darren Whitfield in the All Weights final.
Peter Hunter and Cyril Bragg, who were charged with choosing who should take home the Best Wrestler trophy, could have a

relaxing time as Brown went on from success to success.
In the 13st final, he met Alan Walton, so bringing together the best of modern wrestling and the best of a generation ago.
Appropriately, youth felled experience.
In the All Weights Darren Whitfield made a rare sally into the ring and showed that he is fit to fell anyone. In the semi-final he met
the present Heavyweight Champion, Andrew Ord, and never let the younger man free from his grip before striking to win. With the
All Weights World Championship scheduled for Ambleside Sports next week, Whitfield must be one of the contenders for the title.
At Great Eccleston Show James Hayhurst had a grand day. He won the Under 18s with ease, faltered somewhat in the 13 stones
when Stuart Mason twisted him down in the semi-finals, but came storming back in the All Weights. In the semi-final he kept Joe
Threlfall on the move to neutralise his power, and then outside-stroked to win. Then, in the final, he reversed his earlier 13st defeat
against Stuart Mason, by winning in straight falls.
Written by © Roger Robson ............. Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott (2013).

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
Haltwhistle Carnival

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G Coulthard

D Cowan

M Wharton

Under 15 Years

T Gibson

C Whitfield

J Rogan

Girls Under 15 Years

A Marston

G Coulthard

Ladies

A Marston

G Coulthard

Novices

J Atkinson

W Storey

M Woodman

11½ Stones

J Brown

T Gibson

J Rogan

13 Stone

J Brown

A Walton

W Storey

All Weights

D Whitfield

J Brown

A Ord

Great Ecclestone Show

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

H Wilson

Jack Threlfall

Under 15 Years

S Wilson

G Wilson

T Hayhurst

Under 18 Years

J Hayhurst

G Wilson

J Sweetnam

13 Stones

S Mason

J Sweetnam

J Hayhurst

All Weights

J Hayhurst

S Mason

Joe Threlfall

July 25th 2013
CONISTON COUNTRY FAIR
NEWS UPDATE
Friday 26th July - (2.30) Langholm Common Riding U12 / U16 / Ladies / 11 ½ / 13 / AW
Saturday 27th July - (1.15) Penrith U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls U15 / Ladies / 11st World Championship / 13st / AW
Saturday 27th July - (2.00) Beetham U12 / U14 / U16 / U18 / Girls Open / 13st / AW

There is no wrestling at North Lonsdale Show.
Saturday 3rd August 1.00pm Cockermouth U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 11½ / 13 / AW
Saturday 3rd August (2.30) Powburn U10 / U13 / U16 / Local novice / 11½ / AW
Sunday 4th August (12.30) Gilsland U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls U14 / Ladies / 11½ / 13 / AW
Thursday 8th August (2.30) Ings U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls Open / 12½ / AW
Saturday 10th August (12.00) Dalston U12 / U15 / U18 / 11½ / 13 /15st Championship / AW
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE

Coniston Country Fair is quintessential Lakeland: "Gondola" steams past on the lake that laps the shore only yards from the main
ring; a 16th Century hall with improbably massive chimneys sits alongside; fell runners return from the flanks of Coniston Old Man;
and wrestlers hipe and hank for the crowd.
Best of the hipers was Graham Brocklebank of Warton. He lost the odd fall to John Harrington of Bewaldeth, but in general his
power and wrestling nous carried him through to wins at 13 stones and the All Weights. The way he handled his little six foot two
brother, Ben, was an example to all: get rid of the legs and the body will follow.

The wrestling of John Harrington added hugely to the spectacle and sport. His first encounter with Ben Brocklebank in the
lightweights saw plenty of action, but he was unable to finish his falls cleanly, and was beaten by the counter attack. Their next
session in the 13 stones saw Harrington wrestling with a bit more power, a bit more determination so that his chips were completed
without any chance of retaliation by Brocklebank. Unfortunately for Harrington his success was rewarded by a bout with the heavier
and stronger Graham Brocklebank
Entries were not huge, but every category had high quality wrestling on view as a few Carlisle wrestlers vied with the more
numerous Kendal Academy wrestlers.

The Wilson family had a string of successes with Harold winning the under 12s, George the Under 15s and Daisy, the Ladies
wrestling. Sam Wilson had just had a birthday which ended his successful campaign at Under 15 Years, so now he is back in the
familiar territory of age and weight disadvantage, but he consoled himself with a runner-up spot in the 11½ stones.
The only winner from CarlisleWrestling Club was Kieron Miller of Aspatria. In the Under 18 Years he was up against heavier
opposition, but compensated by the high quality of his wrestling skills. Thomas Gibson of Southwaite took the first fall of the final,
but Miller struck back, twice, for a worthy win.
Written by © Roger Robson ............. Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott (2013).

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
Coniston Country Fair

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

H Wilson

G Coulthard

T Crib

Under 15 Years

G Wilson

T Gibson

H Wilson

Under 15 Years

K Miller

T Gibson

G Wilson

Ladies

D Wilson

G Coulthard

E Atkinson

11½ Stone

B Brocklebank

S Wilson

,K Miller

13 Stone

Brocklebank

J Harrington

M Harrington

All Weights

G Brocklebank

J Harrington

B Brocklebank

August 1st 2013
TWO MORE 2013 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS DECIDED AT AMBLESIDE & PENRITH
NEWS UPDATE

Saturday 3rd August 1.00pm Cockermouth U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 11½ / 13 / AW
Saturday 3rd August (2.30) Powburn U10 / U13 / U16 / Local novice / 11½ / AW
Sunday 4th August (12.30) Gilsland U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls U14 / Ladies / 11½ / 13 / AW
Thursday 8th August (2.30) Ings U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls Open / 12½ / AW
Saturday 10th August (12.00) Dalston U12 / U15 / U18 / 11½ / 13 /15st Championship / AW
Sunday 11th August (2.30) Forestburngate U10 / U12 / U15 / U21 / 12½ / 15½ / AW
Tuesday 13th August Kirkby Lonsdale Including U18 / 10st Championship
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE

Like the proverbial buses, two wrestling World Championships, Cumberland and Westmorland style, come along at once: the All
Weights at Ambleside Sports and the 11 stones at Penrith Show, and both were won by Northumbrians.
The heavier task, literally and figuratively, fell to Andrew Ord of Morpeth who had held the All Weights Championship for the
previous two years. Twenty-three big men lined up for the draw to wrest his title from him, and the cognoscenti, the wise old men,
were shaking their heads and agreeing, "It's anybody's, this year". We even had a mystery free-style wrestler down from Scotland.

Ord felled three good wrestlers in the first rounds: Joseph Robson, Thomas Brocklebank and
Richard Fox. Typically, Ord lost some first falls, but then hauled himself back into contention with back heels and outside hipes.
Having reached the last three he had the bonus of the bye into the final and was able to watch quietly from the side-lines as an epic
battle developed between Joe Threlfall and Graham Brocklebank.
Brocklebank the lighter and younger man set about moving his man and that policy worked when he caught Threlfall with a backheel. Unfortunately, in completing the fall Brocklebank was injured and took some time to recover. Back in the fray, he resumed the
strategy and came close for a dog-fall. Again, in the third hold, Brocklebank just failed to turn his man, and this time lost the fall.
Threlfall then took matters in his own hands and won with a combination of hold, a lift and an outside-hipe.
In the final Ord proved his right to the title, for he made an extremely difficult task look simple. In the first fall he lifted the substantial
Threlfall and outside-hiped him. In the second he tapped his leg with an outside stroke to put him off balance and then finished off
with a twist.
By winning the title three years in succession Andrew Ord made us all sit back and realise that we have a special talent in our midst.

For Jack Brown in the 11st Championship at Penrith, the quantity of wrestlers was limited, but the quality high. Last year's
champion, Ben Brocklebank was too heavy and not present. Nearly half the entry was made up of sheep men from Hexhamshire.

One of those, Adam Ridley from Slaggyford, met Brown in the semi-final. In their previous encounter, Ridley had prevailed, but this
time the hungry Brown laid him out with hipes.
The final, with, Andrew Carlile was simple too, Brown winning in straight falls. As I said to him when presenting the trophy: "You
deserve this; you've trained hard and long and you've travelled far."

The sunny period of four events in three days was marvellous for wrestling and left many memories: young Harry Bertram's
panache amongst the boys at Ambleside; Richard Fox in full flow at Langholm and Penrith; Joseph Robson, down in the first round
of the Heavyweight Championship, winning at Penrith; two local heavyweights at Langholm landing together so resoundingly that
we seemed to be bounced up at the edge of the ring; Jack Brown winning at three different venues; Craig Ridley right leg hanking
Richard Fox off an attacking back-heel in the 13st final at Penrith......and much more.

Written by © Roger Robson ............. Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott (2013).

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
Ambleside Sports

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

H Wilson

G Coulthard

J Connor

Girls Under 14 Years

A Marston

D Wilson;

L Hirsch

8 Stone

H Bertram

D Bradley

A Story

Under15 Years

J Lashley

G Wilson

C Whitfield

Under 18 Years

K Miller

G Wilson

J Lashley

Ladies

T Hodgson

M Gibson

A Marston

11½ Stone

J Brown

J Harrington

J Lashley

12½ Stone

B Brocklebank

J Harrington

S Mason

14 Stone

G Brocklebank

J Hale

F Hirsch

All Weights World
Championship

A Ord

J Threlfall

G Brocklebank

Guiness Trophy

G Brocklebank

Langholm Common Riding

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

G Coulthard

M Wharton

H Alecock

Under 16 Years

T Gibson

N Henderson

W Janner

Ladies

M Gibson

A Jones

A Marston

11½ Stone

J Brown

T Gibson

C Irving

13 Stone

R Fox

J Brown

L Wall

All Weights

R Fox

J Harrington

N Culley

Penrith Show

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

H Wilson

J Thorburn

M Wharton

Under 15 Years

G Wilson

G Macey

T Gibson

Under 18 Years

W Atkinson

G Wilson

K Mellor

Girls Under 15 Years

A Marston

R Hodgson

E Atkinson

Event

First

Second

Third

Ladies

D Thompson

M Gibson

A Marston

11 Stone World CHampionship

J Brown

A Carlile

D Miller

13 Stone

R Fox

C Ridley

J Harrington

All Weights

J Robson

R Fox

J Harrington

Beetham Sports

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

Jack Threlfall

A Barr

D Reece

Under 14 Years

J Lashley

D Bradley

Josh Threlfall

Under 16 Years

J Lashley

Josh Threlfall

J Tipping

Under 18 Years

J Hayhurst

J Burrow

J Lashley

Ladies

C Hodgson

N Richardson

K Lee

13 Stone

G Brocklebank

J Hayhurst

B Brocklebank

All Weights

Joe Threlfall

B Brocklebank

G Brocklebank

August 8th 2013
COCKERMOUTH POWBURN AND GILSLAND SHOWS
NEWS UPDATE
Saturday 10th August (12.00) Dalston U12 / U15 / U18 / 11½ / 13 /15st Championship / AW
Sunday 11th August (2.30) Forestburngate U10 / U12 / U15 / U21 / 12½ / 15½ / AW
Tuesday 13th August (1.30) Kirkby Lonsdale U9 / U12 / U15 / U18 / U18-10st Championship / Girls Open / 13 / AW
Saturday 17th August (12.30) Allendale U12 / U15 / U18 / 11 ½ / 13 / AW
Saturday 17th August (2.00) Gosforth U9 / U11 / U13 / U15 / U18 / 7 / 9 / 11
Saturday 17th August(2.00) Rusland U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls Open / 12 ½ / AW
Sunday 18th August (2.30) Torver U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 11 ½ / 13 / AW / Costume
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE

Richard Fox lost the odd battle last week, but he was always winning the wrestling wars. At Cockermouth Show and at Gilsland
Show a day later, he won both the middle weights and the All Weights categories but lost individual bouts on the way to victory.
At Cockermouth, in the 13st final, he had a rare opponent, Wayne Rothery who is now in the veterans' category, whatever his age
is, for he used to wrestle regularly but recently has been only an occasional competitor. He performed well on the mats at the
Waberthwaite Open Night which rounded off their indoor season and he wrestled well in the early rounds at Cockermouth, but had
no answer for Richard Fox's drive and speed.

The final of the All Weights was a different matter, for Fox had a doughty opponent in John Wharton,
whose 16 stones frame helped, too, when the All Weights final provided a grand climax to a grand day's wrestling. Fox did a lot of
buzzing around in the first fall, trying to keep Wharton's power disorientated. And it worked when he finally had a chance to hit him
with a killer back-heel.
In the second fall Wharton showed how easy the job can be when he did the classic counter to the inside-click and screwed Fox
into the gound.
This equaliser set up a rousing decider, a fitting conclusion to two hours of wrestling which kept the crowd absorbed and stationary,
despite other attractions. Twice Fox got under Wharton's body and tried to launch him on his favourite chip, the buttock. Twice he
thought better of it, retreated, regrouped and ploughed on. In the end Wharton touched a knee to the ground and the excitement
was over.....until next year.
At Gilsland Show it was Jack Brown who gave Richard Fox a torrid time. Already Brown had dominated the lightweights with wins at
both Cockermouth and Gilsland. And in the final of the 13 stones, he gained the fall of the week when he hoisted Fox up then
outside-hiped to take the first fall. Fox went for simplicity in the next falls, winning both with back-heels.

The two met again in the semi-final of the All Weights, and again Brown took
a consolation fall, the 11st Champion biting at the heels of the 14st Champion. In the end Fox had an easy win against the Kieron
Miller, but only because he is much bigger and stronger.

Miller and Sam Wilson met in the final of the Under 18s at Gilsland to give the crowd adisplay of youthful
skills. Four bouts were needed before Miller triumphed.
I also enjoyed: Abi Marston's win in the under 14 girls at Gilsland where her mum is theShow Secretary; Matty Hodgson (Joe
Bowman, winner at Grasmere in Edwardian times's great-great grandson) winning the tinies at Gilsland; Kate Scott, right out of the
crowd, wrestling marvellously with swings and twists at Cockermouth; James Adeyman, a powerful youth from out West, taking on
the skills of Messrs Sam Wilson and Kieron Miller, and winning; and Harold Wilson wrestling with growing assurance to win at both
venues, even though in doing so he felled mygranddaughter, Gemma Coulthard, who is also improving week by week.
Written by © Roger Robson ............. Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott (2013).

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
Cockermouth

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 10 Years*

K Scott

C Wharton

J Gibson

Under 12 Years

H Wilson

B Irving

M Hodgson

Under 15 Years

T Gibson

R Scott

T Wales

Under 18 Years

J Adeyman

S Wilson

K Miller

Ladies

R Lestor

C McIntyre

K Scott

11½ Stone

J Brown

D Miller

T Gibson

13 Stone

R Fox

W Rothery

J Brown

All Weights

R Fox

J Wharton

C Naylor

POWBURN SHOW..............
Event

First

Second

Third

Under 10 Years

G Singer

W Hindmarsh.

Under 13 Years

H Bertram

M Lamont

T Davidson

Under 16 Years

A Singer

H Bertram

C Whitfield

Novices

C Harrison

C Carlyle

A Singer

Girls

S Lamont

E Davidson

C Smith

11½ Stone

A Singer

C Mason

C Whitfield

All Weights

A Ord

J Davidson

C Harrison

Gilsland

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 9 Years*

M Hodgson

T Wilson

V Davidson

Under 12 Years

H Wilson;

G Coulthard

T Hogson

Under 15 Years

G Wilson

T Gibson

H Wilson

Under 18 Years

K Miller

S Wilson

T Gibson

Girls under 14 Years

A Marston

T Bertram

G Coulthard

Ladies

C Hodgson

T Bertram

A Marston

11½ Stone

J Brown

K Miller

S Wilson

13 Stone

R Fox

J Brown

J Pattinson

All Weights

R Fox

K Miller

J Brown

August 15th 2013
BARNES AND MILLER RETAIN THEIR CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHIES
NEWS UPDATE
Saturday 17th August (12.30) Allendale U12 / U15 / U18 / 11 ½ / 13 / AW
Saturday 17th August (2.00) Gosforth U9 / U11 / U13 / U15 / U18 / 7 / 9 / 11
Saturday 17th August(2.00) Rusland U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls Open / 12 ½ / AW
Sunday 18th August (2.30) Torver U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 11 ½ / 13 / AW / Costume
Sunday 25th August (11am) Grasmere U12 / U15 / Girls U15 / U18 / Girls U18 / 8 / 11 / 12 / 13 / 14 / AW (£2,500)
NOTE FOR ALL WRESTLERS WISHING TO COMPETE AT GRASMERE SPORTS ON AUGUST 25th
Monday 26th August (2.30) Silloth U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls U15 / Ladies / 11 ½ / 13 / AW
Wednesday 28th August (2.30) Ennerdale U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 12 ½ / AW
Thursday 29th August (12.45) Crosby Ravensworth U13 / U16 / U18 / Girls / 13 / AW / Costume
Thursday 29th August (3.30) Grayrigg U12 / U15 / U18 / 9 / 11 ½ / 13 / AW / Girls U15 / Ladies AW
Friday 30th August
(6.30) Rothbury U9 / U11 / U14 / U17 / U21/Girls U16 / 9 / 11 / 13 / 15 / AW / Ladies AW
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE

Two more Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling championships were decided last week:
the 15 stones
at Dalston and the Under 18 Years/10 stones at Kirkby Lonsdale. Both were won by wrestlers who learned their trade at Carlisle
Wrestling Club and both had arrived at the events carrying the silver-ware because they were last year's title holders: David Barnes
retained the 15st Championship and Kieran Miller the Under 18 Years/10 Stones Championship.

Until he reached the semi-final Barnes met lighter wrestlers David Miller and James Hayhurst who felled him for the second fall. This
setback focused his mind and for the decider he brought in the heavy artillery, his hank, which cut through any opposition.
Having deployed the hank successfully, Barnes then went on to use it in most of the remaining falls. Against Andrew Ord in the
semi-final he won the first fall with a spectacular hank which had Ord felled whilst still two feet above the ground. He again went for
the hank in the second hold, but this time as he lay backwards to bring his man corkscrewing over, his opponent played the classic
counter and back-heeled Barnes's standing leg, the only contact with the ground, and he went flat on his back. Much the same
happened in the decider, but this time Ord's desperate reach for the back-heel failed to connect, and he was

cleanly felled.
This set up a final between Barnes and Graham Brocklebank. For the first fall Barnes changed tactics, went for an outside-hipe
finished by a cross-buttock. The winning fall was another hank and Barnes had retained his title.
In 1970 I taught his father to wrestle at lunch-time sessions when I taught at Trinity School, Carlisle. Michael Barnes was a very
promising young wrestler, but when I changed schools, he disappeared from the scene, but appeared again with two young sons
many years later and the next generation of wrestlers was in training.
At Kirkby Lonsdale Show Kieran Miller of Aspatria had fewer contenders in the ring and he had a gentle run up to the final where he
found himself against Sam Wilson, another clever lightweight. Wilson went straight for the inside-click which wins him many falls,
but not this time. Miller stepped out of it and hiped for the fall. For the second fall, Miller got into a strong position and brought
Wilson to the ground off the right hip.
With four events in six days, well spread out over Cumbria and Northumberland, wrestling continues to thrive especially amongst
the youngsters. Mark Wharton had a great win against heavier opposition when he cross-clicked Harold Wilson at Dalston. Freddie
Sewell wrestled well at Dalston to reach the All Weights final, but he met Richard Fox on great form who had already won at 13

stones. Ings basked in the sun with its crowd sprinkled up the hill above the wrestlers.

Forestburngate in Northumberland had lots of youngsters in the sunshine but few men in the thundery rain. And at Kirkby Lonsdale
Peter Hayhust had to bellow against the surrounding noise of tractors and main ring commentary to keep the crowd informed and
the wrestlers on their toes..

Written by © Roger Robson ..... Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott (2013).

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
Ings Sheepdog Trials

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

H Wilson

G Coulthard

T Hodgson

Under 15 Years

G Wilson

T Gibson

Josh Threlfall

Under 18 Years

S Wilson

T Gibson

G Wilson

Ladies

C Hodgson

G Coulthard

A Henderson

12½ Stone

S Wilson

T Gibson

K Hodgson

All Weights

J Threlfall

W Threlfall

T Hodgson

Dalston Show

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

M Wharton

H Wilson

R Armstrong

Under 15 Years

G Wilson

H Wilson

T Gibson

Under 18 Years

J Hayhurst

P Potts

K Miller

11½ Stone

J Brown

J Harrington

D Miller

13 Stone

G Brocklebank

R Fox

J Brown

15 Stone World
Championship

D Barnes

G Brocklebank

A Ord

All Weights

R Fox

F Sewell

J Harrington

Forestburngate

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 10 Years

O Skipsie

M Bates

D Seaton.

Under 12 Years

G Coulthard

I Davidson

O Mason

Under 15 Years

J Hale

H Bertram

J Bruce

Girls under 15 Years

L Singe

T Bertram

G Coulthard

Under 21 Years

J Brown

C Whitfield

C Carlyle

12½ Stone

J Brown

A Singer

M Harrington

15 Stone

A Ord

J Davidson

J Brown

All Weights

A Ord

C Davis

J Brown

Kirkby Lonsdale

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 9 Years

M Hodgson

R Hodgson

T Fell

Under 12 Years

H Wilson

G Coulthard

J Sowerby

Under 15 Years

G Wilson,

J Wilson

T Gibson

Under 18 Years

J Hayhurst

D Hodgson

S Wilson

Under 18 Years World
Championship

K Miller

S Wilson

T Gibson

Girls Open

C Hodgson

M Gibson

G Coulthard

13 Stone

G Brocklebank

J Hayhurst

D Hodgson

All Weights

J Threlfall

J Hayhurst

G Brocklebank

August 22nd 2013
THE SUN SHINES ON A STAR AT TORVER
NEWS UPDATE
Sunday 25th August - (11am) Grasmere U12 / U15 / Girls U15 / U18 / Girls U18 / 8 / 11 / 12 / 13 / 14 / AW (£2,500)
NOTE FOR ALL WRESTLERS WISHING TO COMPETE AT GRASMERE SPORTS ON AUGUST 25th
Monday 26th August - (2.30) Silloth U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls U15 / Ladies / 11 ½ / 13 / AW
Wednesday 28th August - (2.30) Ennerdale U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 12 ½ / AW
Thursday 29th August - (12.45) Crosby Ravensworth U13 / U16 / U18 / Girls / 13 / AW / Costume
Thursday 29th August - (3.30) Grayrigg U12 / U15 / U18 / 9 / 11½ / 13 Stone World Ch’ship / AW / Girls U15 / Ladies AW
Friday 30th August - (6.30) Rothbury U9 / U11 / U14 / U17 / U21/Girls U16 / 9 / 11 / 13 / 15 / AW / Ladies AW
Saturday 31st August - (12.00) Newcastleton U13 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 12½ / AW
Saturday 31st August - (3.30) Bellingham U12 / U16 / Novices / 7 / 9 / 12 / 14 / AW / Ladies
Saturday 31st August - (3.00) Millom & Broughton Show U12 / U16 / Local U15 / U18 / 12 / AW
Saturday 31st August - Hesket Newmarket Show
Sunday 1st September - (3.30) Loweswater
U12 / U15 / U18 / Ladies / 12 ½ / AW
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE

Wrestling split in three last week when Allendale, Gosforth and Rusland all took place simultaneously, so there was a problem of
entry numbers, but also a bigger problem of rain.
The normally phlegmatic Nora Hayhurst handed me an envelope the next day at Torver with "Results from a wet (really really wet)
Rusland Sports". But, the tough get going and a full wrestling programme took place at all events.

Torver Country Fair on the other hand had the sun..... and a star, Warwick Davis, the diminutive actor with big roles in Star Wars and
Harry Potter films. Filming for ITV, he and his wife, Samantha, took plenty of interest in the Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling.
Dressed in the traditional strip he talked at length to us about our sport, he judged the costume competition, and acted as referee
for some specially arranged bouts.James Hayhurst dominated the action at Rusland;

Jack Brown did the same at Allendale.
These young skilful wrestlers each won three events, and then Hayhurst
won another two classes at Torver. At Allendale Brown relied mainly on his hipe against John Harrington, but when he was matched
against the heavier and more defensive Alan Walton he showed that he could adapt to any occasion. A rare right leg hank won the
first fall of the 13½st final, and back-heel and nudge with the knee took the second.
James Raine of West Woodburn was an unexpected and almost late entrant for the All Weights. I remembered him as a big podgy

lad a few years back, but now after years of Rugby training and handling Hexham Blackfaced sheep, he is now a
daunting opponent for any wrestler, so full marks to John Harrington, the odd-man, for agreeing to wrestle him.
Harringtonweathered the storm, and skill won, but Raine went on to fell Alan Walton for third place.

The Gosforth wrestling was curtailed by the weather, but it was good to see Craig Naylor of Wasadale and Paul Murray of Arlecdon,
well trained wrestlers, pitted against each other in the All Weights.
Meanwhile at Rusland Peter Hayhurst, on the mike, was pleased to be wearing his brand-new wax jacket as the rain pelted. Sadly,
he was soaked to the skin.
Written by © Roger Robson ..... Photographs by © Roger Robson, Julian Richardson or Linda Scott (2013).

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)

Allendale Show

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

M Wharton

A Murray

C Wharton

Under 15 Years

T Gibson

T Murgatroyd

O Baxter

Under 18 Years

L Pattinson

T Gibson

O Baxter

11½ Stone

J Brown

J Harrington

J Bailey

13½ Stone

J Brown

A Walton

J Harrington

All Weights

J Brown

J Harrington

J Raine

Gosforth Show

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 11 Years

G Coulthard

J Connor

H Wilson

Under 13 Years

G Coulthard

C Connor

H Wilson

Under 15 Years

Michael Kirkham

J Wilson

J Killip

8 Stone

M Kirkham

D Connor

J Wilson

All Weights

C Naylor

J Wilson

P Murray

Rusland Sports

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 10 Years

T Hodgson

T Wilson

R Hodgson

Under 12 Years

H Wilson

T Hodgson

A Clough

Under 15 Years

G Wilson

H Wilson

J Wilson

Under 18 Years

J Hayhurst

H King

G Wilson

Ladies

C Hodgson

H Hodgson

L Hayhurst

12½ Stone

J Hayhurst

S Wilson

J Wilson

All Weights

J Hayhurst

W Hayhurst

T Hodgson

Torver Country Fair

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

H Wilson

M Wharton

R Miller

Under 15 Years

G Wilson

J Lashley

J Wilson

Under 18 Years

J Hayhurst

S Wilson

G Wilson

Ladies

M Gibson

E Miller

L Albion

11½ Stone

B Brocklebank

J Harrington

T, Gibson

13 Stone

J Hayhurst

B Brocklebank

J Harrington

All Weights

G Brocklebank

S Wilkinson

W Hayhurst

August 29th 2013
GRASMERE SPORTS HAS AN INTERNATIONAL APPEAL
NEWS UPDATE
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE
Jack Brown of Haydon Bridge was on top of the wrestling world at Grasmere Sports when he was awarded the Guinness Trophy for
the best performance in all the wrestling. He felled his coach, Andrew Carlile, in the final of the 11 stones, and his club-mate from
Carlisle Wrestling Club, John Harrington in the final of the 12 stones.
Harold Wilson, confirmed his status as top wrestler at Under 12 Years. Thomas Gibson came back from holiday to win the Under
15s, wrestling better than ever to fell George Wilson and Joshua Threlfall on the way. Abi Marston wrestled in fine style to win the

silver salver for the best performance in the female wrestling. The Hodgson family in the shape of Connie and Hannah monopolised
the other female first places. 13st Champion James Hayhurst duly won the Under 18s before pulling out of the other categories
because he was carrying an injury. Graham Brocklebank and younger brother Ben contested the 13 stones final in spectacular
style. Richard Fox was at his bustling best to fell that sprightly Scot of Scots, Frazer Hirsch.
Richard Fox continued his rumbustious style in the All Weights, but met his nemesis in the final when the tall Scot, Ryan Dolan, from
Carnoustie, produced a fitting climax to a wonderful day of wrestling. Fox went for the left leg back-heel, and Dolan hiped him off it,
high and handsome. Fox then tried the right leg back-heel. Big mistake. Dolan is one of those few wrestlers who are equally adept
with the hipe from either side, and Fox was launched skyward again.
The wrestling events from Grasmere onward are galvanised by an international presence with competitors from Brittany, Scotland
and Iceland at all events for a week. The Bretons were slightly travel weary at Grasmere, improved at Silloth but were kept in check
single-handedly by John Harrington, and then fulfilled their potential at Ennerdale where Pauline Sellin won the Ladies event and
Gurvan Salaun won at 12½ stones.
Obviously there has been a feast of wrestling this week, but my favourite bout featured two young wrestlers who had been bitplayers at Grasmere. When Kieran Miller of the Carlisle club and Sam Wilson of Kendal Academy met at Silloth we saw quicksilver
moves and high technical skill at its best.

September 5th 2013
A BUSY WEEK'S WRESTLING
NEWS UPDATE
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE
Richard Fox of Hethersgill had a week to savour and won when it mattered most. On Thursday, at Grayrigg, he won the 13st World
Championship and on Friday night at Rothbury Mart he saved his best for the final of the All Weights, in a fitting climax to
Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling's best night of the year – in Northumberland.
At Grayrigg, in the 13st Championship he felled two of his clubmates from Carlisle, Andrew Carlile and Jophn Harrington, in the
early rounds and then the Brocklebank brothers ganged up on him: Ben in the semi-final and Graham in the final. He won the first
fall against Ben with a bustling buttock, and then took the second fall by countering Ben's leg-up attempt. In the final, he again used
his ultimate weapon, the buttock, for the first fall against Graham Brocklebank, and then took the second with a back-heel.
At Rothbury Mart, with its action in the big ring where droves of blackie lambs and yows were sold off the Cheviot Hills every
Autumn, Richard Fox tried to win at 13 stones, then at fifteen stones but got no further than third place. In the All Weights he got
into full stride and ended up in the final with local hero and three times All Weights World Champion, Andrew Ord. Amidst growing
crowd hysteria, such as never happens outdoors, he buttocked Andrew Ord twice and the whole building vibrated dangerously with
the noise of the crowd.
This week eight Bretons were with us, two Scots and an Icelander. Basically the Bretons got better and better, and the others
wearied and succumbed to injury. The Scot, Ryan Dolan, is a brilliant wrestler, but you could see him fading as the week
progressed. At Grayrigg he again won against Richard Fox, but lost a fall in the All Weights final. At Rothbury Daryl Hodgson took a
fall off him, and in the final of the Under 21 Years, he succumbed to back-heels from Jack Brown.
The Bretons, on the other hand, after a jaded performance at Grasmere, thrived on the competition. Two of their experienced men,
Gurvan Salaun and Martin Maussion, in particular had an impressive series of wins.
What else stands out from a busy week? Freddy Sewell, of Carlisle wrestled beyond previous standards to win at Crosby
Ravensworth. He back-heeled Olafur Sigurdsson twice and chested Joe Threlfall down twice to counter his attacks. Threlfall saved
his best till last and won two events on the busy Saturday. Thomas Gibson and George Wilson are developing a marvellous rivalry,
with Wilson winning at Newcastleton and later in the day Gibson getting his revenge at Hesket Newmarket. Jack Hale was a marvel
to watch as his swinging-hipe sent wrestlers flying and the crowd euphoric at the Mart.
And I could not be prouder of my Granddaughter, Gemma Coulthard, when she came first out of an entry of eighteen in the Under
11 Years at Rothbury.

September 12th 2013
WRESTLERS HAVE TO PUT IN THE MILEAGE TO COMPETE
NEWS UPDATE
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE

After the hive of activity the previous week it was back to a more usual pace for the wrestlers last weekend, but they still had to be
prepared to put in the mileage with events on the extremities of our area from Lowick, in the south of Cumbria, to Wolsingham in
Weardale, and Harbottle in the upper end of the Coquet valley in Northumberland.
For Thomas Gibson and Richard Fox the travelling gave them due reward as they continued their fine form. On Saturday the
Gibsons plus Matty Hodgson had travelled to Lowick and returned with Thomas having a double of Under 15s and 12 ½ stones in
his pocket, and Matty having a win in the Under 9 section. Thomas would have been delighted to have beaten his great rival Sam
Wilson in the semi final of the middleweights, a reversal of the result in the Under 18s. The following day he got another double in
the boys at Wolsingham and a win at Whitfield. There he had another rival to contend with in Archie Singer of Rothbury,last year`s
Under 15 Champion. Thomas had the upper hand in the boys events at Wolsingham but Archie immediately turned it round in the
lightweights.
Richard Fox has been in great fettle with some stylish performances and continued that trend at Wolsingham. In the 14 stones he
had to subdue the lively local Jimmy Atkinson with a back heel for the first fall and a full buttock for the second. In the All Weights
final he faced the current All Weights Champion Andrew Ord of Morpeth. The first fall was something of an anti climax with Ord
breaking his hold after a good tussle. The second was more dramatic as a cross buttock gave the spoils to Fox. The rivalry
continued at Whitfield later in the day with the big Northumbrian coming out on top this time as he accounted for Fox in the semi
final of the All Weights before subduing the lively Jack Brown in the final.
Jack Brown and John Harrington continued their personal duel. Again it was a case of one being in the ascendancy only for the
result to be reversed later. At Wolsingham in the middleweight final John Harrington had come out on top. After losing the first fall,
when his attempted leg up was smothered, he went for hold and twice twisted Brown over the right knee. Brown, like the Champion
he is, ensured there was to be no repeat in the middleweights at Whitfield.
That well travelled family, the Hodgsons from Dentdale, would put in more miles than any over the weekend. The result was three
wins for Connie and Hannah, Ted and Rosie all picking up places. Ted, in particular, is beginning to make his mark and had some
good tussles with Gus Singer.
At Wolsingham the wrestling was boosted by a number of locals including Jimmy Atkinson and various members of his family. They
have promised to be at Stanhope Show this Saturday. Tomorrow sees the return of wrestling to Beamish Museum after an absence
of a number of years. They had expressed an interest in holding a demonstration but Darren Whitfield persuaded them that a
competition was needed and a full programme starts at noon. The wrestlers will then move on to Stanhope.
Next week sees the lightest of our Senior Championships up for grabs with the 10 ½ stones at Egremont Crab Fair.

September 19th 2013
FOX SHOWS HIS CUNNING
NEWS UPDATE
The List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE
Richard Fox`s outstanding run of form continued at Westmorland Show last week. Although it did not start as he would have liked,
he was unstoppable in the 14 stones and the All Weights. In the earlier 13 stones class he had a tough semi-final with John
Harrington which went to three intense falls before facing up to Graham Brocklebank in the final. Although he was able to get the
middle fall by escaping from the hipe he was unable to avoid twists over the knee in the other falls. That loss seemed to galvanise
him and from then on he produced a wrestling masterclass. In the semi-final of the 14 stones he gained revenge over Graham
Brocklebank, taking him to a final against local wrestler Stuart Mason. Two strong buttocks secured the win. In the last three in the
All Weights he used the buttocks again to down the Carlisle heavyweight Freddie Sewell in straight falls. In the final against Preston
heavyweight Joe Threlfall he again won in straight falls, the first with a strong twist against the twist over the knee, the second with a
strong back heel . For his efforts he was awarded the trophy for the best performance in the senior wrestling.
The best performance trophy for the Juniors was awarded to George Wilson for his Under 15s win against Thomas Gibson, fighting
back after losing the first fall, and wrestling up to James Hayhurst in the under 18s having beaten his cousin Sam Wilson in straight
falls in the first round.
Ben Brocklebank ensured a double for the family by accounting for John Harrington in the 12 stones final and there were also wins
for Harold Wilson at Under 12s, Abi Marston and Connie Hodgson in the female sections, and Jack Brown in the 11 stones class
restricted to Under 21 years of age.
Saturday saw the return of wrestling to Beamish after an absence of a number of years. Star of the show was undoubtedly Jimmy
Atkinson of Stanhope. We first saw him at Stanhope last year and again at Wolsingham last week. At Beamish he not only won the
Novices class but followed up by taking the 14 stones and wrestling up to Darren Whitfield in the All Weights. He is keen to get
wrestling into the school where he teaches which could be the spark to a revival of interest in the sport in the area.
The Wharton brothers from Thursby had set the standard for the day with a win apiece in the boys and Thomas Gibson racked up
another win in the Under 15s. The Rothbury wrestlers Charlie Carlisle ,Jacob Wragg and Lucy Singer were able to take head prizes
for the busload of wrestlers and supporters who had travelled down to Beamish and then coach, and wrestling organiser, Darren
Whitfield capped it all with his performance in the All Weights.
After Beamish the wrestlers travelled on to Stanhope Show. That Show usually hosts wrestling on a Sunday but agreed to move to
the Saturday this year to avoid a clash with Borrowdale and hopefully to benefit from the number of wrestlers travelling on from
Beamish. As it turned out Borrowdale had to cancel earlier in the week but the benefit in numbers still applied and entries were
further added to by the Hodgsons from Dentdale and Kendal lads, James Hayhurst and Hayden King. Mark Wharton started
proceedings and continued his good work earlier in the day, Thomas Gibson added another win to his tally and Connie Hodgson
confirmed her dominance of female wrestling. Thereafter the wrestling was dominated by Jack Brown and James Hayhurst.
Jack Brown had not been able to make the trip to Beamish but made up for that by bossing the lightweights and an impressive win
in the middleweights over James Hayhurst. He also took the scalp of heavyweight Champion Andrew Ord in the All Weights.
James Hayhurst having had a routine win in the Under 18s stood between Jack Brown and a clean sweep in the Seniors classes

when they met in the All Weights final and it was the Kendal wrestler who came out with the honours to reverse the result of the
middleweights and leave each of them with a double.
This Saturday the action moves to West Cumbria, at Egremont Crab Fair, with the last of the season`s Senior Championships, the
10 ½ stones up for grabs.

September 26th 2013
EGREMONT CRAB FAIR
NEWS UPDATE
Sat, 28th Sept - 12.00 - Langholm U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls / 12 ½ / AW
Sat, 28th Sept - 3.00 Eskdale U15 / U18 / 10½ / AW
The Full List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE
You feel out of place at Egremont Crab Fair if you have no lurcher at your side and a ferret in your pocket. The old professional
sports meeting has dwindled to races for terriers and wheelbarrows, but the two world championship events this ancient event
hosted were deadly serious: the World Championship gurning, with its galvanic intensity, is like a medieval entertainment in the
evening. And earlier in the day, in the wrestling ring, the 10½st World Championship was the focus of sudden action and high levels
of skill.
There was always going to be a new champion, as the holder, Jack Brown, gave up the struggle to get his six foot three frame down
to the required weight. The new champion, David Miller of Aspatria, might never have been able to take part, for he severely injured
his knee just before the season began, but slowly rehabilitated, took part, tentatively and well-bandaged, and then has slowly
increased his commitment to the sport through the season.
In the semi-final of the championship David Miller came up against the clever Kendal lightweight, Sam Wilson, and it was as if all

Miller's frustrations of
the season were taken out by their first bout. He went for the full
buttock and was lying straight out on his toes with his nose near to the grass before Wilson came flying over in a wide arc to hit the
ground first. I remember sixty years ago a young Ted Dunglinson, before he became a heavy weight, executing the same chip.
The second fall showed the other side of Miller's armoury, when he trumped Sam Wilson's best attempt to inside-click with a smart
twist over the knee.
In the final, David Miller met his wrestling coach at Carlisle Wrestling Club, Andrew Carlile, a multiple winner of lightweight
championships over the years. Miller tried to cut through Carlile's savvy defence with a swinging hipe. That misfired, but put him in
the position to win with a leg-up buttock.

In the next hold Carlile took the initiative and went for the swinging-hipe, but Miller's defensive instincts won the day when he backheeled Carlile's standing leg and he fell to the grass. There was skill aplenty in the lists, but David Miller had added an extra level of
intensity and hunger to his game, and that made the difference.

All the other winners have been strong players throughout the season: Harold Wilson, with his birthday imminent continued to add
to his big list of wins at Under 12. The leaner, meaner Thomas Gibson maintained his resurgent form in the Under 15s. Last year
James Hayhurst won the 13st Championship at Egremont, so an Under 18s win was not unexpected.
Hayhurst has troubled John Harrington in the past, and took the first fall of the 13st final, but Harrington rescued himself with a
cross-click in the second fall and then won the decider simply with a right-leg back-heel and twist over the knee. Richard Fox, in the
best form of his life, was felled by the scales in the 13 stones, but then went on to wrestle out the All Weights final with Jack Brown,
finishing the day with a full buttock as a final flourish.
The season is reaching its conclusion with only three days of wrestling left before Winter, and arrangements already in place for the
Wrestling Association Presentation Dinner at Low Hesket Village Hall on November 8th, when the most prolific winners of the
season receive their Victor Ludorum trophies, and the rest of us enjoy the craic

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
Egremeont Crab Fair

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 12 Years

H Wilson

B Kane

A Armstrong

Under 15 Years

T Gibson

A Kane

H Wilson

Under 18 Years

J Hayhurst

H King

T Gibson

10½ Stone World
Championship

D Miller

A Carlile

S Wilson

13½ Stone

J Harrington

J Hayhurst

A Carlile

All Weights

R Fox

J Brown

J River

October 3rd 2013
WRESTLING TALENT VERSUS OPTIMISM
NEWS UPDATE
Wednesday, 9th October (7.30) Carlisle Wrestling Club Annual General Meeting, Currock House
Saturday 12th October (12.30) - Alwinton U10 / U13 / U16 / U15-8st Championship / U21 / 11½ / 14 / AW
Saturday 12th October (4.00) - Wasdale Head U11 / U12 / U13 / U15 / U18 /10½ / 12 / AW
Saturday 26th October - Buttermere Show
Friday 8th November - Presentation Dinner, Low Hesket. Tickets Adults £20 Juniors £10
The Full List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE
The Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling season is dwindling away after the manic activity at the end of August and early
September. For a fortnight wrestling was almost a daily activity, and included three of the biggest events on the calendar,
Grasmere, Rothbury Mart and the Westmorland Show. Last week two simultaneous Eskdale Shows staged wrestling: one at
Langholm just over the Scottish Border, and the other in the Western Lake District. Each provided good, but limited sport with a few
skilful wrestlers showing their talent and a few local wrestlers showing their optimism.
At Langholm Show every class was won in top style by a top wrestler, from little Matty Hodgson in the Under 9s to John Harrington
in the All Weights.

Matty Hodgson rarely has the chance of a level playing field
when he wrestles as he usually has to contend with bigger opposition, but Langholm gave him the chance to show what he has
learned with his regular attendance at Carlisle Wrestling Club last Winter. Mark Wharton, too, showcased his talent in the Under
12s. He showed why he is one of the top wrestlers at that age felling his opponents with sophisticated chips like the outside-hipe.
Thomas Gibson in the Under 15s continued his resurgent performance since his Grasmere win. Kieran Miller, brother of the new
10½st champion, David, kept his place in the hierarchy of skill by inside-hiping Gibson in the final of the Under 18s. Abi Marston had

little opposition for her well honed skills in the ladies event. And then John Harrington entered the lists.
Harrington is the master wrestler, and gave a master class in both the men's categories, hiping Kieran Miller skywards in the 12½st
final, and Thomas Gibson in the All Weights.
Eskdale Show in West Cumbria showed the same pattern of trained wrestlers showcasing their skills without much pressure in their
categories. Sam Wilson had a field day and was unbeaten in three categories. Most of the competitors had travelled from Kendal
Academy, but the All Weights final was between the experienced local lad, Craig Naylor of Wasdale, and the powerful Kendal
wrestler, William Hayhurst, who won the day.
Waberthwaite Academy, the local club, has a deal of talent in the winter, but little participation in the summer events. The exception
is the Connor family, three young brothers who run in the fell races and compete with relish in the wrestling. Dylan and Connor
were both prize-winners in the Under 15s, and were praised by the Kendal coach for their "excellent" skills.
Wrestling is heading indoors for the winter, and Carlisle wrestling Club invites anyone interested in wrestling to attend the club's
AGM at 7.30 on Wednesday, 9th October in the Jubilee Room at Currock House.

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
Langholm Show

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 9 Years

M Hodgson

L Diram

J Wharton

Under 12 Years

M Wharton

M Hodgson

J Gibson

Under 15 Years

T Gibson

J Woodmass

M Hodgson

Under 18 Years

K Miller

T Gibson

B Taverner

Ladies

A Marston

R Hodgson

12½ Stone

J Harrington

K Miller

M Harrington

All Weights

J Harrington

T Gibson

K Miller

Eskdale Show

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 15 Years

D Connor,

T Hayhurst

C Connor

Under 18 Years

S Wilson

T Hayhurst

H Wilson

10½ Stone

S Wilson

T Hayhurst

H Wilson

12 Stone

S Wilson.

Hayhurst

L Hall

All Weights

W Hayhurst

C Naylor

M Jackson

October 10th 2013
THE FINAL DAYS OF 2013 OUTDOOR WRESTLING AND LOCATIONS FOR WINTER INDOORS
NEWS UPDATE
Wednesday, 9th October (7.30) Carlisle Wrestling Club Annual General Meeting, Currock House
Saturday 12th October (12.30) - Alwinton - U10 / U13 / U16 / U15-8st Championship / U21 / 11½ / 14 / AW
Saturday 12th October (4.00) - Wasdale Head - U11 / U12 / U13 / U15 / U18 /10½ / 12 / AW
Wednesday, 16th October - Carlisle Wrestling Club weekly Training, Currock House (Juniors 7.30; Seniors 8.30)
Wednesday, 22nd October - 8.30 - Carlisle Wrestling Club 1st Senior Points Night
Saturday 26th October - Buttermere Show Friday 8th November - Presentation Dinner, Low Hesket. Tickets Adults £20 Juniors £10
The Full List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE
As the Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling season draws towards its close tomorrow at Wasdale Head and Alwinton, two
mountain sheep shows a hundred miles apart, the five wrestling academies are already embarked on their Winter programmes to
nurture the next generation of wrestlers and keep the present ones fit and sharp. From Wabertwaite in the far West to Rothbury in
the North-East the academies are now in action with their weekly sessions.
Fifty years ago there was only one academy surviving from the post-War boom. Now there are five, with qualified coaches, all with
their CRB checks in place, high quality wrestling mats (Health and Safety, you know), club shirts, shorts and hoodies, and a good
supply of youngsters.

Rothbury in Northumberland had so many junior school children at its sessions at the Dr Thomlinson Middle School each
Wednesday, that their first session each week is for wrestlers under 10 years. Last month the strength of the club was evident when
they filled the Community Mini-bus (a 17 seater) and still needed more cars to take their young wrestlers to compete at Beamish
and Stanhope. They have a particularly striking club uniform with black and red shorts and t-shirts.
Numerically, Milnthorpe Academy is at the other end of the scale, seeking only to deal with a dozen or so wrestlers in their training
sessions each Thursday in Milnthorpe Junior Football Club's Pavilion. Operating in the same region as the Kendal Academy, David
Parson's club serves a niche market and has brought on some excellent wrestlers who hold their own anywhere.
Waberthwaite Academy, meeting each Monday, filled the vacuum left by the demise of the academies at Gosforth, Bootle and
Broughton. Tom Porter, individually has kept the club afloat for years, the fruits of his labour clearly on show at their Open Night in
March each year.
The oldest academy, Kendal, has been on the road for some years. Fifty years ago the centre of the wrestling world in Winter was
the Bryce Institute in Burnieside. Because of problems with storage of their mats they relocated to Kendal Judo Club, then to The
South Lakes Leisure Centre. Local Government cut-backs squeezed the academy so much that they moved out and held their
sessions at Natland village hall. After another move they are back where they came from. This year they will be training at
Burnieside Cricket Club each Friday.
Carlisle Wrestling Club has moved around in the city in the past, but found excellent facilities many years ago in the gymnasium of
Currock Community Centre. Each Wednesday evening three champion wrestlers are in attendance to nurture the wrestling talent.
Tom Harrinton, Alan Jones and Andrew Carlile form a natural team which brings out the best in wrestlers whether they are seven
year old beginners or top performers. The club's internal competitions begin with a Men's Points Night on the 22nd October.

The Wrestling Week for Winter 2013

When

Academy/Club

Where

Details

Mondays

Waberthwaite

The Village Hall

7.00 to 8.30

Wednesdays

Carlisle

in the Gym at Currock
Community Centre, Carlisle

7.30 to 9.30

Wednesdays

Rothbury

Rothbury Middle School

6.30 to 7.00
for under 10's;
7.30 to 8.30
for Others

Thursdays

Milnthorpe

Junior Football Pavilion

6.45

Fridays

Kendal

Burneside Cricket Club

7.30

October 17th 2013
ALWINTON AND WASDALE HEAD SHOWS
NEWS UPDATE
Wednesday, 23rd October - 8.30 - Carlisle Wrestling Club 1st Senior Points Night 11½ / 13 / AW / Ladies
Saturday 26th October - 2.30 - Buttermere Show - U12 / U15 / U18 / Girls / 12 ½ / AW.
Friday 8th November - Presentation Dinner, Low Hesket. Tickets Adults £20 Juniors £10

The Full List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE
Two of the most beautiful settings for Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling, Alwinton and Wasdale Head, are fell sheep shows
which took place simultaneously but a hundred miles apart. Alwinton in Northumberland attracted many wrestlers from huge
distances; Wasdale Head, under Scafell Pike, was a much more localised affair.
At Alwinton the local Rothbury Academy gave a good account of itself, but three winners had travelled prodigious distances to
participate: Joe Threlfall of Preston, Ryan Dolan of Carnoustie and Michael Kirkham of Bootle had little time for breakfast if they
were to reach Alwinton by midday.

Michael Kirkham of Bootle does his wrestling at Waberthwaite Academy in the far
West of Cumbria, and does not travel far, usually. Last year and this year he won the 8st event at Grasmere, but he does most of his
wrestling on the mats in his village hall. For Alwinton he was in a league of his own. Well turned out in traditional costume, he stood
out immediately from the rest of the twenty entrants for the Under 15 Years/ 8st World Championship when the power and speed of
his back-heeling came immediately into play. In every bout he seemed to have spare capacity. In one bout in the third round against
Thomas Davidson, he played a swinging outside-hipe that was as good as any fall of the day. He went home with four trophies and
£120 for his day's work, and on Monday night went with his cups to the usual Waberthwaite training session, where coach Tom
Porter was able to use him as an example of what can be achieved by training and dedication.
The wrestling organisers at Alwinton had a problem: they had to fit the wrestling programme into a two hour slot before the centre

of the ring became the
winning post for the terrier racing. Luckily there is a big ring, and Jimmy
Pringle & Co used it to have two bouts on simultaneously. Sometimes, as in the Under 21s, there was "sudden death" wrestling. Alf
Harrington, the man on the mike, did a great job in hustling the wrestlers along. But still there wassome overlap time simply because
the entries were so good.
As it was, the last wrestling, the finals of the All Weights, were particularly fascinating for the locals, as Andrew Ord of Morpeth did
his best to repel invaders. In the semi-final he met Ryan Dolan of Carnoustie, who had been hiping everything in front of him, but
Ord managed to outside-hipe him. In the final Joe Threlfall of Preston, who seems to enjoy his forays into Northumberland, looked
to have the measure of his man when he beat him with a big twist off the chest for a decisive first fall. The second fall was also
clear-cut as Ord back-heeled Threlfall. It looked as if Ord had done the same again in the decider, but Threlfall rose from a bad
position to put in the last twist and win the day. Then came the chaos of the terrier racing.Alwinton was a festival of wrestling with
constant action, a crowd of wrestlers and officials in the ring and a huge crowd constantly around it

.

At Wasdale Head only a handful of trained wrestlers turned up and duly had their wins, but from nowhere an enthusiastic crowd of
locals turned up, so Gemma Coulthard, Craig Naylor and Jack Ewart all had to work hard for their prize-money.

Results ( * signifies 'not eligible' for The Victor Ludorum 2012)
Alwinton

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 10 Years

D Seaton

W Aycliffe

R Mackintosh

Under 13 Years

H Bertram

G Singer

M Lamont

Under 15 Years/10 Stone
World Championship

M Kirkham

C Hamilton

J Harker

Girls Under 15 Years

F Waddington

S Lamont

T Bertram

Under 16 Years

D Brown

S Wilson

J Lashley

Under 21 Years

R Dolan

J Jones;

J Brown

11½ Stone

J Brown

J Harrington

G Reid

14 Stone

J Hale

F Hirsch

R Fox

Ladies Open

S Lamont

F Waddington

B Lamont

All Weights

J Threlfall

A Ord

R Dolan

Wasdale Head

Event

First

Second

Third

Under 11 Years

G Coulthard

T Proctor

J Blinkarn

Under 12 Years

L Tyson

G Coulthard

G Chinn

Under 13 Years

B Chinn

W Proctor

L Tyson

Under 15 Years

B Chinn

J Edmundson

G Chinn

Under 18 Years

B Chinn

J Nicoll

J Edmundson

10½ Stone

J Nicoll

B Chinn

J Edmundson

12 Stone

C Naylor

J Nicoll

P Murray

All Weights

J Ewart

P Vandenelzen

C Naylor

October 25th 2013
RESPONSE TO A CRITICISM
NEWS UPDATE
Saturday 26th October - 2.30 - Buttermere Show - CANCELLED.
Friday 8th November - Presentation Dinner, Low Hesket. Tickets Adults £20 Juniors £10
The Full List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE
Lots of hats are on my head when I write about Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling. I have written about my son, my
grandchildren and even myself in the ring. In 1980 whilst winning the 12 stones at Grasmere, between bouts, I was phoning in copy
to the Cumberland News. I have a Carlisle Wrestling Club hat, for I was founder member and coach for many years. At present I am
President of the Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Association, and when approached to write the column in 1978 by Sir
John Burgess, I was already a Governing Board member of the CWWA, but I was asked as an individual. At no time then or since
have I been a spokesperson for the CWWA; this column represents me, and no-one else.
Another of my hats is as a friend and admirer of Frazer Hirsch for what he has accomplished for backhold wrestling in Scotland. I
have attended international courses with him, keep him informed of our wrestling on a weekly basis and always welcome him when
he travels down to compete.
At Alwinton Show his young daughter wowed the crowd, his younger Carnoustie wrestlers acquitted themselves well, and his older
club members added greatly to the spectacle with their hiping skills. He himself wrestled with huge determination to reach the final
of the 14 stones.

He lost the first fall to Jack Hale, and then came the bout which ended in some confusion, and eventually led to him publishing a
letter in last week's Cumberland News accusing the CWWA of "antiquated and incompetent rules".
It is true that a decision was announced and then changed, but that was because of a misunderstanding between referee and
commentator, not a change of the actual decision by the two judges.
It is also true that our rules are "antiquated" because we are an ancient sport. A wrestler from 1813 would feel at home while
actually wrestling, but I dispute vehemently the notion that our rules and practices are "incompetent". Our rules are virtually
identical to those of the International Federation. The only difference is that in internationals the two judges walk from their places to
a spot where they face the referee before giving their decisions. The Governing Board debated introducing this but decided against
it because it would take too long, and interrupt the flow of the competition. Instead, at the annual referees' workshop, judges were
required to shout out the name of the winner of each bout immediately as they saw it. There is no discussion, and a majority
decision is needed to decide the outcome. The system is simple and transparent.
All officials in all sports make mistakes and, of course, wrestling judges can get it wrong, but so can wrestlers, and Frazer Hirsch is
not exempt from this.

At Grasmere 2012 he was annoyed at a decision and stomped out of the ring. A photograph of the bout clearly shows that the
judges' decision was correct. Later, Frazer, to his credit sought out the official and apologised.
Something like 5,000 bouts are wrestled each year, and the number of disputes is minuscule. Our officials are all amateurs in the
best sense of the word, giving their time, mileage.

October 31st 2013
WRESTLING MOVES INDOORS
NEWS UPDATE
Friday 8th November - Presentation Dinner, Low Hesket. Tickets Adults £20 Juniors £10
The Full List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE
Last week's Buttermere Show, the last of wrestling's Grass Season in the great outdoors, wisely heeded weather forecasts and cut
their losses. Winter is here and Saturdays are reduced to shopping and following Carlisle United.
Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling in the Summer takes place in wide open spaces with big crowds, much noise and colour,
for prizemoney. By contrast, wrestling in Winter is almost like a secret cult with a few people in the know sitting round wrestling
mats in a small space, in village halls and community centres.
The wrestling academies may lack the buzz of the big crowds, but there is a peculiar intensity when serious wrestling is crammed
into a small space....."infinite riches in a little room". Carlisle Wrestling Club's first Winter Points Night was a case in point when four
of the best lightweights of the moment competed in a round-robin. The standard and closeness of the wrestling was proven when
no wrestler dominated. David Miller, after being felled by younger brother, Kieran, then went on to fell Andrew Carlile and Jack
Brown. Jack Brown, the 11st Champion, only won one fall in the first time through. As a result there was a wrestle-off for all the
places. The final bout was a blur of action as Andrew Carlile launched David Miller with a swinging inside-hipe. Miller somehow
landed on a foot and without a moment's pause swung Carlile away and down with another hipe.

Then Richard Fox took over. In a highly
competitive field in the 13 Stones he went through without losing a fall, leaving the others to scrap for the remaining points in two
more wrestle-offs.
When the All Weights began, the room suddenly seemed much smaller, when the big lads, Freddy Sewell, Jimmy Hall and Jack
Ewart, joined the fray. Indeed, Jimmy Hall made the only dent in Richard Fox's polished performance when he felled him. The
honours seemed to be going in Jimmy Hall's direction, but a lightweight came to Richard Fox's rescue. In the very last bout of the
round-robin, Jack Brown, having eventually woken up after his late arrival, set about Jimmy Hall. He half hiped him and pursued his
chance; half hiped him again and still followed up closely; then came the clincher a simple back-heel as Hall reeled under pressure.
This meant that there had to be yet another wrestle-off for first place, this time between Jimmy Hall and the inevitable Richard Fox.
A fitting climax to a great night of wrestling came when Fox went like a mad thing for his favourite chip, the buttock. Hall hit the mat,
the walls vibrated, and spontaneous applause rang out from the privileged few who were spectating.

Results
CARLISLE WRESTLING CLUB POINTS NIGHT
Event

First

Second

Third

Fourth

11½ Stone

Miller

A Carlile

J Brown

K Miller

13 Stone

R Fox

J Harrington

D Miller

J Brown

All Weights

R Fox

J Hall

J Brown

F Sewell

November 7th 2013
SOWING THE SEEDS
NEWS UPDATE
Sunday, 10th November - Scottish Indoor Backhold Wrestling Championships, Bellcraig Community Centre, Glasgow G22
5QA. Various weights U15 / U21 / Senior.
Wednesday, 13th November - Carlisle Wrestling Club First Junior Points Night
The Full List of 2013 Wrestling Venues is available HERE

Eaglesfield Paddle CE Primary Academy some weeks ago had a wrestling training day, and last week Cumberland and
Westmorland Wrestling took its place alongside gurning, hens, sheep and a cross-country race at their Agricultural Show.
As Alf Harrington found out there are always surprising connections between our ancient sport and local communities. Many, many
years ago (64 actually) when it was just plain Paddle School on its crossroads near Cockermouth, Tom Harrington and his brothers
put it on the wrestling map, winning local school competitions. As soon as modern-day Harringtons arrived to start the coaching a
teacher said, "My uncle was Heavyweight World Champion." She was a Mitchell of the famous Mirkbooths family of wrestlers and
pole-vaulters; he was John Gardhouse, champion in 1981. Another teacher chimed in with "My husband's great-granddad was
William Studholme of Orton." He was Heavyweight Champion in 1908.
Yet another teacher had seen the wrestling for the first time at Loweswater Show this year, a wonderful event enlivened by the
presence of far-travelled Breton wrestlers and by lots of her own pupils from nearby who entered the event and shouted out their

support for their friends in the ring.
In school the training day had given the two Year Groups intensive training; at the Agricultural Show various pairs of boys and girls
competed and all got prizes.
Somewhere on the school walls will be a laminated poster advertising the nearest wrestling academy, Carlisle Wrestling Club. The
Wrestling Association, mindful that the future of wrestling lies in our youngsters has produced colourful and durable posters for the
schools in the catchment area of our five training centres.
The organisers of wrestling are keenly aware that schools are a rich source of recruitment for our ancient sport. Darren Whitfield at
Rothbury had a whole day teaching wrestling to the four year groups at the local Middle School, and from that came a group of
fifteen regular attendees from one year group at the weekly evening sessions of the club.

John Wilson for the second year running was invited to Grasmere School for a day of wrestling
coaching. At the end of the day the winners of two competitions were awarded family tickets for Grasmere Sports. The problem is
that Darren Whitfield works late each day with his Civil Engineering Consulting firm. John Wilson is constantly busy running his own
garage business with his employees. A day away from work is a sacrifice to both of them. All our coaches do a day's work and are
not easily available for regular visits to schools.
We can only look on in wonderment at the Breton situation where local authorities, aware of the cultural heritage of Gouren
wrestling, employ several wrestling coaches, full-time to take regular sessions in schools.
Over the years I have dreamed that Cumbria could be persuaded that our local wrestling is a hidden asset to the area, like the
Ospreys and Wordsworth, generating money for the local economy in an immeasurable way, and that full-time wrestling coaches
would make sense. Now, when the public toilets are closing and we may have to pay to park for twenty minutes in Kendal or
Cockermouth, I somehow think it unlikely.

November 14th 2013
ANNUAL PRESENTATION DINNER
NEWS UPDATE
Wednesday, 20th November - 8.30 Carlisle Wrestling Club Men's' Points Night, Currock House.
A goodly crowd of wrestlers, organisers and supporters gathered at Low Hesket Village Hall for the Cumberland and Westmorland
Wrestling association's Annual Presentation Dinner. Apart from eating and talking, the main item on the menu was the award of the
CWWA Victor Ludorum Trophies for the 2013 Wrestling Season.
Although all wrestling events are autonomous, the Association collates results and awards points for each prize-winner at all
affiliated events. The most successful wrestlers, and the furthest travelled, win the trophies.

Under 12 Years – Harold Wilson, 67 points A pupil at Queen Katharine School, Kendal, Harold could scarcely escape being a
wrestler from a young age. His uncle is John Wilson, the Kendal Academy Coach, and he is surrounded by a big family of

successful wrestlers. Apart from wrestling he has a flock of Suffolks, so if you need a tup.....He won 21 events and lost only twice in
finals. His nearest rivals were Gemma Coulthard with 58 points and Mark Wharton with 32
Under 15 Years – Thomas Gibson, 67 points
Until Grasmere Sports at the end of August George Wilson was leading the points tally, but after a great performance at Grasmere,
Thomas Gibson set out on a long winning streak. A Farmer's son, Thomas is already a real farmer though he is actually a year 10
pupil at Dalston School, home of many champions in the past. In the end George and he both had 15 wins, but Thomas had many
more seconds and thirds.
Under 18 Years – James Hayhurst, 45 points
James has had a difficult year: last winter he broke his leg playing rugby, and mid-season in the wrestling, as he steadily improved
he suffered a rib injury in training which troubled him throughout the rest of the season. Nevertheless, he went through 2013
without losing in his age group including Grasmere and the CWWA championship. A farmer's son, he now makes his living welding
at an Agricultural engineer's workshop. His chief rivals were Sam Wilson (34), Thomas Gibson (32) and Kieran Miller (30)
Ladies – Connie Hodgson, 51 points
At the end of July, Connie had only 2 wins. Thereafter, she began travelling again and ended up with 15 straight wins. As a PE
student at Lancaster College, she could well become one of our first female coaches. Her main rival was Abi Marston, a much
lighter girl, but a real wrestler who gained 10 wins and 41 points.

Lightweights and Middleweights – Jack Brown 48pts and 38 points.
Jack Brown, one of the tallest jockeys around, is learning to service his mounts as a blacksmith. You need strength for that and you
need strength for wrestling, which Jack enhances with all the skills of the sport. He was a runaway winner in the lightweights, but
was hard-pressed in the middleweights by John Harrington who was only two points behind. Jack Brown had a great day at
Grasmere where he won a double and then was awarded the Guinness Trophy for the best performance of the day. At the Dinner
he did much the same, winning two categories and gaining the extra cachet of the Wrestler's Wrestler Trophy voted for by active
wrestlers on the night.

Heavyweights – Richard Fox, 52 points
Richard Fox is not a heavyweight, but you'd scarcely notice, for he constantly punches above his weight. At Grasmere he won the
14 stones and then went on to contest the All Weights final. During the season he won both the 13st and 14st Championships. He
has a range of chips, but his full buttocking is what really thrills the crowd and terrifies the opposition. He works more peaceably as
a Joiner for Lambert and Gill, and at home near Hethersgill he has a flock of sheep to keep his feet on the ground.( Graham
Brocklebank had 34 points, Andrew Ord 32)
Wrestling in the North of England is a rural affair and a family affair as the employment and pedigree of all our prize-winners testify.

November 21st 2013
CARLISLE'S MEN'S POINTS NIGHT
NEWS UPDATE
Sunday 1st December - (7.30pm) - Wrestling Slide Show 2013 , Currock House, Carlisle.

Carlisle Men's Points Night began and ended with wrestling's most spectacular chip, the buttock. In the Lightweights, first Kieran
Miller, then his brother, David, felled their wrestling coach, Andrew Carlile, with a flourish. As he picked himself up off the mat,
Carlile must have been well-satisfied with the progress of his protégés.

At the other end of the night the All Weights round-robin was so close that three wrestlers were left to wrestle-off for the top places.
Jimmy Hall went down to both Richard Fox and John Harrington, leaving them with a final, sudden-death bout to decide the
honours. Once again the night had been filled with intense and unpredictable wrestling, but, like me eating chocolate cake, the best
was kept till last. Cumberland wrestling is usually a sudden affair, but this bout lasted, non-stop with attack and counter, survival and
renewed attack for long enough for these fit young men to gasp with the prolonged effort, before Richard Fox won with a buttock
and the room erupted with applause.
Andrew Carlile's night did improve after his shaky start. In the Middleweights he swinging-hiped the Under 18 / 10st Champion,
Kieron Miller, and then in a long bout of unrelenting action, which brought the crowd to their feet as safety barriers, Carlile felled the
10½st Champion, David Miller, with a back-heel. That meant another wrestle-off as both Carlile and John Harrington had been
beaten once in the round-robin. Another, long, hard wrestle ensued which ended when Carlile went to buttock, came within inches
of winning only to be driven into the mat by Harrington's counter.

At an earlier session, the Juniors had a busy night, especially in the younger and lighter categories. One of the lightest wrestlers,
John Gibson, won the 6 Stones in style and gave such a good account of himself during the rest of the night that the officials
awarded him the Best Performance Trophy. Abi Marston made a good return to the mat after injuring her shoulder four weeks
previously and Mark Wharton wrestled skilfully to win both the 7 Stones and the Under 12 Years.

Carlisle Wrestling Club Junior Points Night
Event

First

Second

Third

Fourth

6 Stone

J Gibson

M Hodgson

H Alecock

C Wharton

7 Stone

M Wharton

M Hodgson

J Gibson

H Alecock

8½ Stone

A Marston

R Armstrong

G Coulthard

J Gibson

10 Stone

T Wales

A Marston

G Coulthard

M Wharton

Girls 8½ Stone

A Marston

G Coulthard

Girls Open

A Marston

G Coulthard

Under 12 Years

M Wharton

H Alecock

G Coulthard

C Wharton

Under 15 Years

T Gibson

M Wharton

R Armstrong

J Gibson

Under 18 Years

K Miller

T Wales

T Gibson

A Marston

Best Performance
Trophy

John Gibson

Carlisle Wrestling Club Senior Points Night
Event

First

Second

Third

Fourth

11 Stone

D Miller

K Miller;

A Carlile

13 Stone

J Harrington

A Carlile

K Miller

D Miller

All Weights

R Fox

J Harrington

J Hall

K Miller

November 28th 2013
LAKELAND SPORTS PROMOTERS ASSOCIATION SPORTS PERSONALITY AWARDS
NEWS UPDATE
Sunday 1st December - (7.30pm) - Wrestling Slide Show 2013 , Currock House, Carlisle.
Wrestlers were well represented in the nominations for the Lakeland Sports Promoters Association Sports Personality Awards at a
presentation lunch at Kendal Golf Course, but the main accolade went to a remarkable fell-runner who is closing in on Billy
Teasdale's record number of wins for the Grasmere Sports Guide Race. Bill, who lives in Caldbeck, won the event eleven times; the
last time at the age of forty-one. This year Rob Jebb won Grasmere for the ninth time and he is still in his late thirties.

Realistically, Rob Jebb's horizons go far beyond this region for his sport, with multiple wins in the races at Ben Nevis, the Yorkshire
Three Peaks, and in 2005 he won the Sky Running World Championship, which is a Europe wide event of ultra high altitude,
courses. He has a second sport, too, Cyclo-cross, in which he has represented Britain in two World Championships, and ten times
has won the Three Peaks Cyclo-cross race.

Despite all these distractions, he still values and participates in our regional events, having moved from Yorkshire to Stavely to be
nearer the high fells.
Two wrestlers were the other nominees for the trophy. Connie Hodgson, looked leaner and meaner this year, though always felling
her opponents with a cheerful smile. Her prowess is such that she won every event in which she competed this year, and at
Grasmere she had a particularly good pay-day when she won at Under 18 Years and then the Women's open event.
The other nominee, Graham Brocklebank, was the pre-eminent wrestler at the LSPA eventswhich tend to focus in the south and
west of Cumbria. He had big wins at the three major events, Ambleside, Grasmere and the Westmorland Show, but he also won
regularly at the smaller Sports meetings.

The Junior Lakeland Sports Personality was another wrestler who won all the events he entered in 2013,
but in his case, he had a tough year where his chief opponent was injury. James Hayhurst, was first completely felled by a broken
leg a year ago, playing Rugby, so missed his usual training on the mats last winter. Then in August, as his form was lifting, he injured
his ribs and competed only in his age category afterwards, for the rest of the season to diminish risk of further injury. Nevertheless,
he still won widely and at the big events.
Two brothers made up the rest of the nominees. Harold Wilson was a clear winner of the Under 12 Years category, and George
Wilson with greater difficulty won the Under 15s. In that section Joe Lashley had made the running in the early third of the season
and Thomas Gibson at the end, but George Wilson dominated, mid-season and also won the major event at the Westmorland Show.

Another post-season get-together takes place this coming Sunday, when a slide show of the 2013 season will be held at Currock
House Community Centre in Carlisle at 7.30. There are images of fifty events through the year ranging from Hethersgill Vintage
Rally in early May until Alwinton and Wasdale head in October. Mostly the sun is shining, but there is a poignant image of a soggy
Gosforth Show, with two wrestlers in taut action watched by a row of a hundred upside-down and empty chairs, in the rain.

Our wrestling takes place in beautiful surroundings and that is frequently apparent in the images. "Real" photographers come with
improbably long lenses and snipe photographs for a minute or two, but our photographs are mostly the distillation of much dross
and judicious trimming, from the scattergun approach.

The exception is the work of Julian Richardson who paid rather more for his camera and even supplied sequence shots of
significant bouts at Grasmere and Alwinton. All are welcome. CDs will be on sale and you can order individual photographs if an
image pleases you. Any profit will go to the Wrestling Association.

December 4th 2013
THE BRETON CONNECTION
NEWS UPDATE
Wednesday 18th December - 8.30 Men’s Points Night, Carlisle Wrestling Club in Currock Community Centre.
In 1985 the Cumberland and Westmorland Wrestling Association joined the Fédération Internationale des Luttes Celtiques. No
longer were foreign parts defined as being south of Lancaster and north of Gretna. From that year onwards we met our friends from
Iceland, Friesland, various areas of Spain, Austria, Sardinia, Scotland, Ireland , and especially, Brittany each year in competition and
friendship. But, of all the wrestling allies, those who became our long-time partners and rivals were the Bretons. I am sure we
exasperated each other with our cultural differences. They seemed so pernickety and pedantic in their rules and expectations; we
made them speak English.
Then, it started to mend: I remember many years ago, taking Yves (can't remember his surname) round to wrestling events in my
car. He spoke pidgin English to me; and I responded in fractured French: we had a grand time.

More recently the Bretons came each year, round Grasmere time, and camped on our farm. Bad weather on a succession of years
caused doubts, but Josie Brown at Haydon Bridge and Robin Murray in West Cumbria provided roofs and hospitality. The Bretons
became an important and expected part of our wrestling season for a week at the end of August, thanks to the leadership of
Christian Salaun and his three sons.
In return we ventured each year to participate in the Backhold Championships of Brittany each February, first at Carhaix, then at
Guipavas and now at Quimper. Numbers varied each year from a single wrestler and me in a snowstorm one year to a bus-load on
a couple of occasions.
Recently this email arrived:
"Dear Friends, The Breton Gouren Federation and the local club of Quimper will organise BACK-HOLD BRETON CHAMPIONSHIPS
in QUIMPER, BRITTANY on Saturday the 22nd of February 2014 We will be very honoured to welcome a delegation from your
federation as a special guest "invité d'honneur" in Quimper, from Friday 21 February to Sunday 23 February."
So far there are wrestlers from Carlisle and Rothbury who have expressed an interest in taking up the offer, and if more than
twenty-five are interested, then a bus will be feasible. We know that the competition will be fierce and the hospitality wonderful.
Anyone who wishes to take part, has until January 15th to submit their names to our hosts. There are places for wrestlers of all ages
and weights.

December 12th 2013
A TRIP BACK IN TIME
NEWS UPDATE
Wednesday 18th December - (8.30pm) - Carlisle Wrestling Club Men's Points Night, Currock House

This week I had a strangely traumatic journey through Carlisle. From Georgian Way, for the first time, I noticed that the old Drill Hall,
the Strand Road Sports Centre, had been demolished. The doorway to the Judo Room at the top of the stairs, looked out over a
void. Half a mile later we passed Richard Rose Academy, the site of the old St Aidan's School, and I realised that my English Room

where I taught for more than twenty years, would have floated in mid-air somewhere in front of the new building.
It was strangely reassuring to pop in to the Carlisle Wrestling Club that night and chat to Tom Harrington, still coaching youngsters
on the mats, forty three years after we and Ted Dunglinson first walked up those stairs to the wall-to-wall matting of the Judo Room
when we revived the old Carlisle Wrestling Academy. Ted had given a whoop and launched himself across the mat in a full
somersault, feet-to-feet. Not bad for a man 42 years old and 16st in weight.
"Tek your boots off, Donald, man," was the cry when Donald Dayson stepped on the mat straight from the muck and mud of the
farm-yard. Pause, then "Git them back on again, quick, man," when we saw the state of his socks.
The Judo Club, with the brilliant David Hughes to the fore, made us very welcome before a weekly class was established for
Cumberland and Westmorland wrestling, and I used to hold lunch-time sessions for the lads from Trinity School, over the road,
where I taught for a couple of years. David Barnes, our present 15st Champion is a wrestler because of those sessions, for his dad,
Michael, was one of the star boy-wrestlers in 1971.
We had slow beginnings. One year, only two lads turned up for the first session of the winter programme: one six foot tall, the other
3ft 6ins, standing on a biscuit tin. The following week two different lads came but with the same dimensions. We actually spoke
about giving up, but the next week the stairs to the Judo Room rumbled and four Potts brothers, John Guardhouse and sundry
others, burst through the door onto the wrestling mat and a purple patch for the wrestling club began. The wrestlers ricocheted
round the walls in practice and on Points Nights, and we used the big main hall to stage big events, like the Challenge Match for the
All Weights World title, when John Brocklebank beat the holder, Alan Davidson in 1977.
Meanwhile at St Aidan's School, from 1972, I kept the lunchtime wrestling classes going which complemented the main wrestling
club. The new Academy expunged any connection to the previous schools on their site, but I know that somewhere gathering dust
are the St Aidan's Honours Boards celebrating in oak and gold paint the achievements of generations of pupils, including world
champion wrestlers Paul McManus, Kevin Bell, David Jamieson and Andrew Davidson.
The places have changed, but if you come along to Currock House Gym next Wednesday evening, you can see the consequences
of those demolished places, with Carlisle Wrestling Club still alive and vibrant with the energy and skill of wrestling's latest generatio

December 19th 2013
BRAVEHEART IN REVERSE
NEWS UPDATE
January 8th 2014 - Junior Points Night atCarlisle Wrestling Club, Currock House
A lone Northumbrian mosstrooper from Hexhamshire invaded Scotland on his own last month: a sort of Braveheart in reverse, and
without the face-paint. Originally, Jack Brown of Haydon Bridge, who trains at Carlisle Wrestling Club, was to have other wrestlers in
support but they dropped out through injury and agricultural emergencies, so he was left to represent our wrestlers at the Scottish
Open Indoor Backhold Wrestling Championships 2013 held in Glasgow.

Not only did he win the event most suited to his age and weight, the Under 21 Years 11½ stones, but he also won the Senior 12½
stones and gave a good account of himself in heavier categories. At the end of a tiring day wrestling in the round-robin system he
was awarded the trophy for the best wrestler Under 21 Years, and then the most prestigious of all, received the accolade of "Best
Wrestler of the Tournament"
Frazer Hirsch of the Scottish Wrestling Bond commented that, "His wrestling skills have come on so much in the last few years
it is a joy to watch him. He wasn't the furthest travelled as we had a guy who came all the way from the USA to compete."

If Border warfare were still the norm, Richard Fox lives in a dangerous place. Windy Hill Farm, Hethersgill, lies on the edge of the
Debatable Lands, an area so lawless five hundred years ago that neither England nor Scotland had control of it. We knew he was on
his way to the December Points Night in the Gym at Currock House in civilised Carlisle, but in his absence the two lighter weights
were wrestled in a fairly desultory fashion as entries were low. In the pause waiting for Richard Fox's arrival there was a cunning
plan to start putting the mats away so that he would think his long and no doubt speedy journey was wasted.
Then the door opened, Richard entered, fired up for action, and the fun began. He bustled the weighty Jimmy hall and felled him
with a rough buttock. The tall frame and strength of Jack Ewart was laid low by a back-heel. An inside-hipe did for the 10½st

Champion, David Miller. And then he carried John Harrington around for a while before a twist off the chest put paid to him. Job
done.
Carlisle Wrestling Club will resume its activities on the 8th January with the first Junior Points Night of 2014.

Carlisle Wrestling Club December Points Night
Event

First

Second

Third

11½ Stone

D Miller

13 Stone

J Harrington

D Miller

M Harrington

All Weights

R Fox

J Hall

J Harrington

Fourth

J Ewart

December 23rd 2013
WRESTLING CAN BE A LIFE CHANGER
NEWS UPDATE
January 8th 2014 - Junior Points Night atCarlisle Wrestling Club, Currock House
.At a recent seventieth anniversary dinner of Raughtonhead Young Farmers Club a charity auction was held with proceeds going to
the Royal Agricultural Benefit Institution. Virtually all the lots were corporate donations from firms linked to agriculture, but one was
different: Thomas Gibson donated a turkey. Now, any regular reader of this column will know that Thomas Gibson is a fourteenyear-old wrestler who won the Under 15 Victor Ludorum Trophy for the most points in the Wrestling Association's Grass Season.
The previous year he had donated a turkey for funds for the CWWA.

At the age of nine years he decided to invest any winnings in wrestling events in turkey poults to rear and fatten for the Christmas
market. That year he could afford six; this year a strange family holiday managed to include wrestling and tractor pulling at Great
Ecclestone Show, a Liverpool football match, and the purchase of 100 turkey poults in Runcorn.
You just need to look at the wrestling strips of some of the young wrestlers to see that they have been spending their winnings on
boosting their flocks: William Atkinson with his Suffolks and Paul Murray with his Jacobs both advertise their sheep in embroidery
on their wrestling vests. Harold Wilson, best Under 12 wrestler of 2013, more secretively, has a commercial flock. I empathise with
them for I bought a breeding lamb with my first prize-money sixty years ago, and have owned sheep ever since.
Two hundred years ago twenty guineas was given for the wrestling at Carlisle Races on the Swifts, and thousands of spectators
turned up to watch. Some of the prizes in the Victorian Age were huge for a working man's sport. Largest of all was the "Great
Match for the Championship of All England and £300" at Ulverston in 1851. That equates to around twenty thousand pounds
these days.
In the Twentieth Century prize-money moderated, but the great Gilpin Bland knew that if he won at Grasmere he could afford to
employ an extra farm-hand for six months. My father told a tale of someone using his Grasmere winnings to buy a pedigree cow
which was the beginning of a successful herd. Another of father's tales told of a wrestler who usually fitted into a dubious group of
wrestlers more concerned with sharing the money than gaining the glory. However, on one occasion he wrestled with peculiar
intensity and seriousness, obviously determined to win. Only when he had the money in the bag did he reveal that he had to win to
be able to pay off a Magistrates' fine the next week, or go to gaol.
After the Second World War, another great wrestler,Ted Dunglinson, had a real job for a year or two at a farm suppliers, but the
combination of wrestling winnings, cheap living at home in Brunstock, no expensive habits like drinking and smoking, and a
wonderful twist of mind allowed him to be an entrepreneur for the rest of his life. With Philip Larkin he was able to say "Why should
I let the toad work/ Squat on my life?/ Can't I use my wit as a pitchfork/ And drive the brute off?"
Which all goes to show that wrestling can change your life.

December 31st 2013
'THE USUAL' CHRISTMAS STOCKING
NEWS UPDATE
Wednesday January 8th 2014 - Junior Points Night atCarlisle Wrestling Club, Currock House.
Wednesday January 15th - Carlisle Wrestling Club Senior Points Night
."The Usual" written on the front of a big envelope addressed to me could mean only one thing.....my Christmas reading had arrived
from archivist Jeremy Godwin. Inside was the usual cornucopia of wrestling cuttings from a range of local newspapers and, less
random, five sheets of paper covered with doctors' handwriting which list and analyse the coverage of the local wrestling for the
whole of 1913 in the Cumberland and Westmorland Herald.
There is poignancy about the record of a peaceful year of local events as it leads up to the advent of World War I. For the moment
the runners and wrestlers could vie with each other for trophies and prizes, but in a year they would be fighting for survival in the
mire that was the Somme, Flanders and Vimy Ridge.
Then, as now, wrestling was always attached to another event, except in the winter when the Academies at Appleby and Keswick
were in action. There were rush-bearings at Musgrave, Grasmere and Warcop, parish fetes, galas, "Haltcliffe Herdwick Ram Show
and Sports", the "Manor of Haresceugh Boundary Perambulation",and most exhausting of all, "Kirkby Thore Foresters' Club Walk
and Sports" They met at 9.30 and set out, with Culgaith Brass Band in the lead, to walk a circuit of local villages. In late afternoon
the Sports began, with entry for the wrestling costing one shilling, a phenomenal amount in those days. The day concluded with a
dance lasting into the next day. In October 1913, under the heading "Farm Changes", Longlands Farm, "let to the Powleys these 78
years has been re-let".

The Powleys, especially Tom (left) and Ralph, were famous wrestlers from the 1860s onwards. "Many a Cumberland and
Westmorland wrestler called at Longlands in those days."
Another separate Powley cutting, with the headline "Champion wrestler's golden reward", gives details of a gold watch for sale by
auction at the other end of the country in Plymouth Auction Rooms in September. The inscription on the reverse of the watch reads:
"Presented to RTW Powley of Longlands (11st champion wrestler) by a few friends of Barrow in Furness as a mark of esteem for the
manly style he disposed of the ex-champion Wm Rickerby at Carlisle, Liverpool, Grasmere and Kirkby Lonsdale in 1872". The watch
must have been priceless to Ralph Powley in 1873, but in 2013 it was bought for £820.
In former years many of the cuttings were from the "Down memory lane" columns, but this year only two items looking back 125
years to 1888 were included, and both paint a negative picture: at Threlkeld Picnic and Sports "the running and jumping this year
were very poor. The wrestling for which there were only 16 entries, included some very tough bouts". Meanwhile, the Whitehaven
Wrestling Committee "squared accounts. Notwithstanding the adverse weather and other difficulties, there is a small balance to the
good, and next year we may hope to see this indefatigable little band of workers make another try to keep the old Cumberland sport
on Harras Moor." Apparently wrestlers, however good the cups are, tend to prefer hard cash.
The Whitehaven News, Hexham Courant, and Westmorland Gazette do not provide regular coverage for C&W wrestling, but the
cuttings show that they pull out the stops with photographs and results of local events and successes, though it is doubtful whether
the writers would know the difference between an inside hipe from an outside stroke.
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